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But the truth was that he had never lived in a ramshackle
shack, and although he didn't want anyone to know it, he
wasn't even from Kentucky. But his mother almost was,
because her mother was born there, and he and his father and
sister were born close enough to the Ohio river on the
Indiana side to have claiming rights on a mountain heritage,
and besides that, he had grown up in a small country town
and--even more importantly--had been brought up in the
Baptist church, a real, honest to heaven Johnny Reb stump
hollerin', Wednesday night Prayer Meetin' screarnin', negro
baiting, Communion grape juice drinkin' Southern by God
Baptist church, and if those weren't credentials, he would
demand of those who challenged his self-proclaimed heritage, then just what in hell would be?
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Editor's Page:
The "Editor's Page" is a new feature of Permafrost. We have decided
to add an "Editor's Page" because we feel that too many literary journals are
faceless operations where the reader knows nothing more about the editors
than their names. The editors are the heart of any literary journal. Submitting
writers need to know the basic tastes of each journal's editors. The precise
purpose of the "Editor's Page" will no doubt vary from issue to issue, but in this
case we want to give writers a sense of what we look for when reading
submissions at Permafrost.
Each issue of Permafrost has a different set of editors. Different editors
do not look for the same things when reading submissions. A manuscript that
is not accepted for publication in one issue of Permafrost might be accepted for
the next. The one standard that never changes is our basic demand for quality
material. We can afford to be selective as we recieve hundreds of submissions
for each issue.
Permafrost is an Alaskan magazine and its editors are always pleased
to include work by fellow Alaskan writers. In this issue we feature a number
of writers from Alaska, but we feature at least as many writers from the Lower
48 as well. Where a writer lives is ultimately not a factor; whether a piece is
about Alaska remains totally irrelevant. Quality is the only consideration.
There are ways, of course, to increase the chances of having your work
accepted for publication in Permafrost. Send us a neat submission package. We
are not impressed by dog-earred, coffee-stained manuscripts that have obviously been submitted a dozen times already. Please include a cover letter but
keep it brief and humble. While we are interested in your more recent and
significant publications, we do not want to read your entire publishing history.
Don't tell u s about all the famous writers you have worked with--we don't care.
Do send us your best work. Pay attention not only to the big issues,
like plot and characterization, but the small issues as well. We want writing that
comes alive on a sentence to sentence level. Send poems that are crisp, daring,
and unique. Send fiction and creative nonfiction that reaches above the mass
of generic stories flooding the market. And do not hesitate to submit manuscripts for the next issue of Permafrost. Weare always interested in reading your
work.
Ian C. Esslemont
Steve Bailey
--Editors, Fall-Winter 1990
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Terry Wiggs

Kentucky Boy
The rain, always the rain. H enderson walked down the gr,l_v ~idl'
walks of this Pacific Northwest town, thinking. But he wasn' t thinking oi the
town. He was thinking of the monsoon. Another place and time. Winter, 'hK.
Tet. A new firebase in I Corps that sat right in the wav of the NVA push to llut•
and Highway I. Rockets, artillery, mortars, ground attacks, s,1ppers polevaulting over the concertina wire and sca ttering madly within the compo und
to throw as many charges as possible before being gunned down themselws bv
GI's who sometimes killed each other in the crossfire. And rain, rain, rain . :'\Jo
choppers, no Phantoms, no artillery support, just rain, a d,ukness tiHt the flelrL'S
and gunfire but mildly lifted, mud up to your calves, and gooks bv the dtlZeib.
NV A. Some big, big guys who when the bodies were laid out the next morning
appeared to be Chinese. And the rain that never stopped .
He looked down at the s id ewa lk c1S he walked , saw his f,1ded Cl boots
splash throug h puddles on the concrete. He wondered ii he would L'\'er Illlt be
on his way to some bar somewhere. Gooks and rain.
He thought of Lucky. C razy old Lucky. Give .:1 shit Lucky. Alwc1ys
tougher them Henderson, always more streetwise. Got shot in the b.:1ck of the
head that night by an NV A playing possum. Fell face first into the muck.
Henderson remembered what he had done laterthatnight and hL•once more ielt
the cold and wet of !Corps soak through the P<1cific chill. Aiter thL•shooting h,1d
stopped and after he had treated as many Gl's as he could , the CO. c,11led him
over to take care of some enemy wounded. He had done it, wi th hatrl•d clnd
compassion, and then had heard screa ms apparently just inside the cuncertina
wire, someone howling throug h the darkness like a skev>'l'red anim,1l. f k h<1d
refused to go. The hell with that damn gook, he had said . Just fire M -7Y ' ~ ln·er
that way until the noise stops.
The old man had ordered him to go, and he did, his ft•ct mclking
sucking noises as he worked throug h the mud . His eyes had to ,1djust to thl'
darkness again <md he held his .45 in his right hand , a round in the ca mbe r,
ha mmer back. As he g rew closer, the howling had eased, and he held his brL'Jth.
He was close to the body, a lmost close enough to touch. HL' knelt down, feeling
with his left hand for the man's to rso, arms, weapon . Nothing mm·ed . Hl'
maneuvered closer, slowly put his pistol to the man's tl'mpk•, <1nd firl'd. B<1stc1rd
reached for his weapon, he told the captain.
And the rats. The god damn rats. One night during Tl't he h,1d bL'L'n
asleep inside a leaky sandbag bunker, wrapped up fetus-like on the ground in
his poncho, o ne hand exposed. He felt something touch his h<tnd ,md lw
flinched. Then he felt it again. He flinched once more," little more<1wakc. Then
aga in, this time a different feeling, like something nibbling. It bit hard l'r <1nd in
a panic he jumped up to see a fla sh of white scurrying along the ground. In the
morning he recalled that rats would eat anything. Anything.

One day not long after that he had found a nest with four pink little
creatures all huddled together from the cold. He had never seen baby rats
before; they were each about the size of his little finger and, in that peculiar way,
so ugly they were cute. He almost felt like showing mercy.
He found an empty hand flare cannister and dropped them down the
tube, one lonely whining ratlet after another. Then he leaned the cannister
against a rockattheedgeofthe fire base, the bottom of it just barely over the edge
so that a round fired into the top would sail straight down to the valley below,
taking little bits of rat to an appropriate jungle burial in I Corps. The muzzle of
the .45 fit nicely into the top of the cannister and the packed rats weakly
squealed. After he pulled the trigger he looked into the cannister at the lovely
bloody tangle, then tossed it down the side of the hill. It occurred to him that
he liked the thick, hollow sound of a .45 and the firm but manageable kick it had.
And he liked the bloody tangle.
A few years later his attempt at civilian life had become a recurring
failure. He had become confused about actions he had once considered
triumphs. Guilt had set in, and the question of his own worth. He couldn't tell
whether he was strong or weak, winner or loser. A murderer or a wise survivor
who seemed instinctively to have almost always done the right thing at the right
time. And when the cold rain soaked him and brought memory after memory
like an awful out-of-tune marching song, he felt light-headed and abandoned,
not part of anything anywhere in the world.
He lived foggily, the coldness of his failure wrapping him. Yet he
knew that the lost were sometimes found-the Bible told him so. But the Bible
had also told him of John, precursor to the Messiah, and he pictured John's
severed head on the shiny platter, the eyes translucent windows to nowhere,
holding no secrets, the locks of John's hair soaking in his own blood, mouth
agape, skin pallid. Where was John's God the moment the steel struck skin?
And Jesus nailed to the wooden slats, the trunk rooted to the ages, thrusting into
the earth's innards, winding about back to the surface of the world to sprout
millions of crosses, all fleshless, all hollow, cherished by small minds and used
by the petty to hide their own sins, or else revered by the faithful, as their hope
wore down like weak soil on their pitiful way to their inevitable lonely death .
. . what about this loser who hung tortured and dying, a spear hole in his side
and vinegar on his dried salty lips: was this someone's savior? Should he fall
to his knees and pray to tlzis ?
His life often seemed to have a soundtrack. "Wi-ill you miss me?" he
heard the alto voice ring out in his mind's ear. "Miss me when I'm gone?" the
harmonizing bass finished the line of the old song. They seemed to be his only
real friends now, these old songs, his only connection with his home, with his
roots. Back to the farmland, back to the hills, through the Carolinas, to the sea
and across it, into England, north, north into Scotland, back to the clans, into the
wild hills, plaid skirts, bagpipes, two-handed swords, and fierce blue faces of
marauding Picts. Yes. And the soundtrack was still there. "Never more will
I roam from my old Kentucky home/ And my ramshackle shack in the hills."
8
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But the truth was that he never lived in a ramshackle shack, and
although he didn' t want anyone to know it, he wasn't L'Ven from Kentucky. But
his mother almost was, because her mother wa!' born there, and he and his
father and sister were born close enough to the Ohio Ri\·er on the Indiana side
to have claiming rights to a mountain heritage, and besides that, he had grown
up in a small country town and-even more importantly-had been brought
up in the Baptist church, a real, honest to heaven Johnny Reb stump hollerin'.
Wednesday night Prayer Meetin' screamin', negro baiting, Communion grape
juicedrinkin' Southern by God Baptist church, and ii those weren't credentials,
he would demand of those who challenged his self-proclaimed heritage, then
just what in hell would be?
And a fine game it was, as long as it lasted. But it wasn't lasting long
these days, and on this chilled rainy night in a small town along the Pacific coast,
his veneer was washing off with the rain. He knew that he was still lost, still oif
whatever course his life should be taking, and still a coupll' of thousand miles
away from whatever it was he wanted to call home. KL·ntucky. These drops of
rilin, he thought, feel like John the Baptist's blood, clear drops of purified blood,
drops that might rinse his body but never his spirit; it would take liquor for the
spirit, he knew, cold beers and shotsotbourbon toL'aSL' his long road to Eternitv.
The tavern was one of those small neighborhood bars within willking
distance of most of the customers, and it illtracted a predictable mix of patrons:
students from the local college, retirees, drifters on their way to Alaska or L.A.,
loggers, fishermen, and nobody-so far as he knew-from Kentucky. The place
wasn't much bigger than someone's large den, and usually had a similar feel.
There was room for eight or so to sit at the bar and room perhaps for another
twenty in the five restaurant style booths against the walls. The blue wallpaper
was stained yellow from nicotine, as were the large windows that, if they
weren't washed once a week, diffused the light so thinly that the weak beams
gave the entire room the feel of some miniscule cathedral turned oddly into the
Wiliting room of a working man's brothel. Henderson was no stranger here,
partly because he lived just two blocks away but mostly because of his
determination to drink too much whenever possible. He had learned long ago
that only primitive pleasures-liquor, sex, combat, sleep-momentarily salved
the fire that was always in his mind, always in his gut, and if anyone else
realized that he was the quintessentiill time bomb ticking ilway the days and
years before the inescapable explosion, they never let on. And this night, ils he
slowly opened the door to enter the tavern, he knew that nobod y but Rog the
bartender-friendly but big, big Rog-and a regular or two would even notice
him coming in.
Inside he heilrd a diiferent soundtrilck, mournful country tunes that
eased the beer down the throats of the few men and women gathered there to
stop time, to prolong ils much as possible the purgatorial interlude between
their working lives and sleep. Big Rog mil de sure thilt the music pl<~yed, because
as long as the juke box crooned sorrowfully, customers, especi<~lly people like
Henderson and the rest of the regulars, drank. Henderson knew too that Rog,
9
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like many who work in public, had developed the ability to see things before
they happened, but he wondered what Rog saw now, whether Rog's prognostic
powers could tell that something odd was possessing Henderson more and
more. Henderson figured that he looked about the same as always, only
perhaps a little more superficially controlled, fighting always to keep some kind
of balance. Tall and wiry, with the reddish hair and thin Anglo features he had
learned that most people usually associated with west Texas or Oklahoma, he
always wore his old Army boots that were partly concealed by an upwardly
rising sea of blue-denim jeans, cowboy shirt, and western jacket, and a blue
wool watch cap. Though he always seemed preoccupied he was rarely
troublesome when he drank. He knew that Rog would watch him ease towards
the back circular booth where a couple of men-one about his own age, late
twenties, and anothernoticeably younger-were drinking. Henderson stopped
at the bar first, said a few pleasantries to Rog while ordering a pitcher of beer,
and then took the pitcher and glass over to the table. He always placed his
change on the table by his pitcher, and then he became a full part of the tavern,
and stayed until he was either acceptably drunk or broke. Henderson knew that
he was at least consistent, just as he knew that the fire within him would
eventually either temper him or kill him.
But still, he felt about as good this night as he ever did. He was used
to songs from Bill Monroe or Ralph Stanley appearing unpredictably in his
mind, and he was glad that he had arranged to meet these two new companions
sitting in the booth, nursing their own pitcher. AI was the youngest, always
clean shaven, always pink cheeked, with that freshly washed goodness about
him that always made Henderson think of green troops in Vietnam, an
innocence that some still had on their faces even when they were laid limply
beside a body bag with a pea size hole in their foreheads, the backsoftheirskulls
shorn away, and an incredulous look of surprise on their empty faces. But AI
was good hearted and curious, and was always willing to listen to Henderson's
advice, whether it would be about how to drink mescal, how to sound sincere
when calling in to work sick with a hangover, or how to commit adultery and
get away with it. No one had ever taken the responsibility of telling AI all these
important things, and Henderson felt a paternal responsibility. Mike, on the
other hand, was closer to Henderson's age and seemed to be the sort who might
teach Henderson a few lessons himself.
"Hey Doc! You made it!" AI exclaimed as Henderson sat down and
cleared a place on the table for his pitcher, glass, and change. Henderson looked
at Al's open face, then at Mike, noticing the embryonic crow's feet around his
eyes and the way he meticulously trimmed his dark beard. The noise from the
few other customers was arhythmic, cacaphonous, creating a disjointed harmony with Kitty Wells on the juke box. Henderson looked closely at his two
new friends, and took a long drink from his beer. "I wonder what kind of sword
they used to kill John the Baptist," he asked. Mike looked at him wryly; AI just
stared that silly, open-eyed youthful stare he apparently would have all his life.
"What kind of sword?" Henderson asked again, plainly. "Short? Long?
Medium? A wide blade like an Arab's scimitar? A big two handed sword that
]()
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only a warrior or executioner would know how to use? An axe?"
Mike looked back at Henderson and simply wanted to know what
brought all this on. He suggested they talk about something sensible, like
football, or trying to screw someone's wife, but AI thought it was a good
question. "And why," Mike asked sharply, "is it a good goddamned question?"
Henderson noticed that Mike's scowl brought the craw's feet around his eyes
to life, and he wondered what this man might be like. Mike leaned over to AI
as if he were explaining to a child.
"Dead's dead, ain't it? If someone rammed something up your
goddamn innocent ass you wouldn't stop and ask whether it was a flathead
screwdriver or a goddamned tire iron, would you?"
Henderson thought this was a pretty good answer, especially since he
only wanted to see what these two would do with a question like that, anyway.
He didn't really much care about the kind of sword that was used, but he had
to admit that he did wonder whether old Salome had made John screw her
before she had him killed, and he just couldn't help but wonder what they had
finally done with the head. In the movies they always put the head on a stake
near the city's gate, much like he had helped string up YC bodies outside base
camp. Or he imagined some Old Testament version of soccer, with bronzeskinned boys kicking a bloody bag about before giving the whole mess to the
dogs. But all this seemed much too mundane for John the Baptist, whose clear
eternal blood was possibly falling from the sky this very moment, the sight
obscured by the yellowed windows of the tavern. He was about to amuse
himself more by telling these thoughts to his friends when he noticed two drunk
fishermen come in, almost reverse images of AI and Mike, one young, almost
fragile, the other older, stockier. And both meanly, arrogantly drunk. They
clumsily called Rog over to the far end of the bar.
Henderson, too, had learned long ago to predict the future in a
barroom, and he slid some quarters over to Al. "Go play something, will you?
Something real country, with tears. Whiskey drinking music." After AI got up
from the booth Henderson smiled thinly and remembered the old cliche about
being blissfully unaware. Then he poured beer into his own glass and Mike's,
whose back was turned from the door and who had not noticed the two men.
He saw that Rog had refused to serve them, and he saw that they were
staggering towards the booth, possibly heading to the men's room to get at least
a little use from their trip inside. When the first of the two, the youngest, came
up even with the booth, he stopped, turned, and glared at Henderson with that
tilt to his head that drunks and dogs get when they do not understand.
Henderson's money sat beside the pitcher on the table. "Loamme sommoney ,"
the drunk sullenly demanded.
Still sitting, Henderson gently shifted his weight onto the balls of his
feet, delicately pushed his beer glass to the side, and looked up at the young
drunk. "Beg pardon?" he asked with a mock formality. Mike looked on,
squinting.
"Loamme some goddamn money," the drunk hissed, then quickly
pulled some change from the table. Henderson sprang up instantly and his long
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right arm uncoiled a punch to the man's face, a punch that because he had to
reach over the booth had just missed the best point of impact. But it was still a
good punch and blood poured from the man's nose. The tavern, as taverns
always do when there's trouble, became quiet, the only sound coming from
Johnny Horton's long deceased voice: "Well I'm a honky tonk man/ And I can't
seem to stop .... " Henderson and the drunk glared at one another, the victim
nearly too drunk to feel pain. The man's buddy looked on, not knowing
whether he should attack or run. AI gaped like he had just seen a crash on the
highway. Ready to hit the floor, customers were on the lookout for weapons.
Mike studied Henderson, Rog looked on with the beginnings of a smile.
Henderson murmured just loud Iy enough-" I want my money back. Ass hole."
The man looked back at him, blood all over his teeth and mouth and chin, fresh
blood on his shirt, drops of blood on the floor. His dull eyes raged as he took
a step towards Henderson.
This time the punch was right on target. He caught the man squarely
on the tip of his nose. Henderson could feel his middle knuckle smashing the
nose over beneath the man's right eye, could feel the upper teeth loosen as his
punch knocked the man back three feet and onto his knees. Blood exploded
from him as if he had been shot; the floor at his feet caught a red cascade as he
slumped down and down and down.
As Henderson's clenched fist tore into the flesh, he had a feeling akin
to but maybe deeper than orgasm. It was a volcano, a bursting purgation, a
sickness escaping. This violence gave him pleasure, and had ever since he first
experienced it, like the predator's killing bite. The blood gushing forth
somehow worked its way back into his own marrow and justified his pain.
Justification. I only want to feel justified, he had often thought; justification is
renewal, and renewal starts a cycle-his victim's blood and the blood of
Henderson's ancestors, ties prehistorically rooted, joined with Appalachian
valleys and indentured Carolina servants and theScotsatAlamein and Macbeth's
teeming guilt and those thick ruddy hands on two-handed swords and the
proud wail of Picts as they slaughtered encroaching Romans. That was it: pride,
justification, righting enormous wrongs with savage vengeance, merciless,
swift, like the sound of the executioner's axe slicing through the air. It was a
marriage, of blood, of destiny, of points on separate genealogical lines thrust
synchronously together. It was not Henderson who had thrown that punch, but
history, destiny. They had eased his body into some incomprehensible eternal
flow and had directed his quick right arm, had drawn that imaginary line
between shoulder and target, had clenched his fist and thrown that middle
knuckle flush into the meat of a fully deserving face. And it was justice. And
it was good . Henderson looked about the room in this paralyzed moment and
calmly smiled.
But through the silence came another stranger, bigger, stouter, than
the other one, and bearded like a Viking. Older .... Henderson's meditations
flew instantly away as this new one came towards him. Henderson coiled
again, and waited. Watch the hands, he knew, always watch the hands. But
there were no hands. The stranger leaped ineptly forward and grabbed
1?
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Henderson around the waist, like a high school football player tackling.
Henderson felt himself being forced to the ground and knew that there he
would have no chance at all. He looked at the black hair on the back of the
stranger's head, felt himself being pulled downward, saw a beer glass with a
base thick enough to do damage, and grasped the glass around the rim,
intending to use the base of the glass as a club. One blow to the base of the skull,
he thought as he squeezed the glass in his hands, but the thin rim burst into
pieces from the strength of his grip. He grabbed the broken glass by the base
and was about to thrust the jagged edge into the side of the big man's neck. Jab,
twist, rip. Henderson felt warm all over.
But Big Rog was suddenly there, grabbing the stranger beneath the
shoulders, pulling him away towards the door and tumbling him into the street.
Then Rog came back for the first one, whose body had wanted to pass out but
whose spirit had fought against the blackness. He took this one by the collar,
dragged him to the doorway, and shoved him out, too. Henderson saw Rog
coming back towards him and figured that he had put up with enough for the
night. "''m sorry, buddy. I'll just leave," he said, but Rog looked at him with
a twinkle and said, "Nah, stick around. I'll buy you a beer."
Henderson sat back down in the booth, joining Mike and a beaming
AI. Rog brought over two pitchers, told Henderson that he and everyone else
in the place was proud of him for s tanding up to "those two assholes," and then
went for the mop and bucket to clean the blood from the floor. The three at the
booth filled their glasses and watched Rog mop, then AI looked over to Mike.
"Did you see that! Did you see that last punch! What a couple of jerks! Did you
see that punch, Mike' These people from Kentucky, they sure don't take any
shit! AI held his beer glass high and smiled proudly at Henderson. "Here's to
those people in Kentucky," he exclaimed. "They sure don' t take any shit."
Henderson looked up past Al's sincere, empty eyes to the nicotine
stained windows and it at last occurred to him that the clear drops that seemed
to fall forever in this country were not John the Baptist's tears at all. John the
loser. John the executed. john the pest, just like those rats at the dump. John,
nibbling away at something that had at least as much right to exist as some
mystical new religion. No, he realized, Salome was the one to revere, beautiful,
sensual, avenging, sly. He imagined her dark Hebraic eyes twinkling as she
danced, and knew that loyalty to your own ways, to your own past, justified
trickery of all sorts, as well as vengeance. Broad, two-handed Scottish swords
and .45 automatics. Shooting at scabs going to work in the mines and punching
drunks who forgot the boundaries. Playing possum to take down just one more
enemy soldier. He remembered one night when he had heard a lonesome banjo
twanging from a salmon boat in the bay .... "Never more will I roam from m y
old Kentucky home I And that ramshackle shack on the hill." Oh yes, I can hear.
I can hear. The whippoorwill. Softly singing. And Salome. Salome laughing.
Damn fine mountain woman, that Salome. His eyes kept scouting the room.
Yep, he thought, looking at Al's beaming blank eyes. Us Kentucky boys, we
sure don't take any shit.
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Steel Lines
The sun crests the east, gives
a shadow to the old man that combs
the tracks for discarded valuables,
a shadow for a little girl squatting,
her piss dripping off the edge of the platform,
shadows for all the Indians as they awaken
each other to catch the six o'clock train
to Calcutta. There are hundreds of them, maybe
a thousand, and their luggage, whatever
they own, wrapped in cloth bags or
cardboard suitcases.
The June air is cool. Quiet subsides.
As some Indians wrap up their mats,
others pull sticks from their pockets
to brush teeth. Everyone stretches.
Babies cry. The sky acquires shades of pink
and monkeys play on neon signs.
Soon they will sit six to a bench,
line isles between gaunt chickens and goats,
ride in luggage racks, moving toward Calcutta.
The train will sway. They will sweat,
eat dal and look into each other's faces
to find someone else who hopes
for work, faces that are watercolored
earthtones, eyes painted in dust.
Eyes will look out windows at visual recipes
of brown flats that blend in brown trees,
brown people, brown oxen, clay buildings
that will begin to cluster
as they ride two steel lines.
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I am Tired of Large Words, Christ
Grace Faith Forgiveness
My soul was born in a Presbyterian Church
in the west end of Seattle.
It does not know magic crows.
It did not play in red earth
with an amulet around its neck
holding a blood-stone or totem.
It has ritual, but no dances
to go along with Rock of Ages,
or Amazi11g Grace.
Once I tried to dance with my soul.
I danced up an aisle and knelt
at the feet of a man who was Messiah-like.
I felt the congregation's eyes
watching me, looking for themselves.
This man showed me a book that prophesied
how if I received the power of the Holy Spirit,
if I let it come upon me, like Pentecost,
I would behold a sound, the blowing
of a violent wind from heaven.
And Peter through Paul promising me,
if I repented and was baptized
I would receive the Spirit
and the gift of forgiveness,
and never have to ask for them again.
But I did not feel the wind,
and in my repeating stillness
all I hear is stillness.
I do not blame Him for giving me eternity.
I do not blame my mother and father
who nightly prayed my way through sin.
Or blame my Christian brothers and sisters
for teaching me cliches, by grace I am saved,
the blood of the lamb. Or theologians
who gave me eternal security.
I am left with this soul
and words. They have rhythm,
but do not dance.
I want to give them back.
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DEAR X,
I could take you with me
to the railroad tracks where I walk when I am afraid
of everything;
(everything means, in my hypodermic way, simply: love, money,)
but that is not true. It is loss.
I am afraid
walking out the door on the snowy porch, up here, I think
about those God awful pigeons I HATE, (that you love) and how the
landlord
finally got somebody to install the attic window.
(I remember us watching the boy up there on the ladder
snowballing the remaining pigeons-where will they go?

now we've invaded their home-where will they go?)
I watched one this morning on the neighbor's roof cooing something awful.
I wanted it to be over,
it flew, over

to where the window is glassed in. I sat there
at this kitchen table pretending I didn't care, wanting it to go away,

just go

I said out loud, when I heard you standing there, in the doorway, leaning,
with those eyes half-open with sleep, still, I am not dreamingit flew way, that pigeon
to somewhere, -why should I worry?
Since when do I care about pigeons? leaving their droppings all over the
porch rail and steps.
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Dear Pigeons,
I am truly sorry we had to evacuate you. You see
for health reasons, we could not live with you under
such conditions. Really, it is nothing personal.
I know you'll be happy somewhere else, and I am certain
it'll be the best for all involved. It' s peculiar,
Pigeons, somehow, I've got a feeling you be won't be
alright.
Sincerely,

c.
2.

I am walking out, as I said, X, into the snow, into the snow,
which is falling down on me in heavy wet drops, into my eyes,
into my cheeks, my mouth, my ears, my head, my shoulders,
this snow, is falling everywhere, I cannot escape
(if I wanted to.) I want to
walk to a huge lake, where I can disappear
in the presence of the waves edging in over the cold stones,
bubbling through the almost impenetrable ice, this ice
at my feet, is still thin, crusty, I walk
to the edge of the northern most place I know, really know,
where my face is my own, where my face is my father' s pride,
the face he cannot touch, my mother
her lips are my own, he sees this.
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I have cried. Into a thousand lakes
I have found
everything I am . I am watching

a full moon. It is the moon
which pulled us apart, our wings
were meant for falling.
3.

I have recovered, these ore pellets I keep in my pockets.
These torn jeans I have worn since the first time
we made love
on those rocks,
remember the sun so sharp we could not see the ship
so close- the horizon, having broken

what more could we have done? I did not want to let you go.

I, watching you

change to the stone we lay upon
fading colorless with the going down of the sun in a long fogthe lighthouse could not help us.
My father tried to save us from destroying
? (]don't know. What.)
4.

I, watching you
jumped into the darkest part of the lake, where it was the most cold,
where, even then, I watched, my breath air-tight, those missing
bodies, every summer, tangled and bloated in the secret coves.
(I feared).

5.

I am walking down these Iowa streets. I am walking, X,
to find myself again.
I want to be whole. Do you know what I mean?
I am walking toward the railroad tracks where I see the river
and remember! there is water! here, is water
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and I will keep walking, where I will find
the sky, it is slipping
into the river, the moon
it is perfect and gold, folding out over the rippling
I am here, in the pink smearing of sky and river where I am
in the middle, I am high, up here, in the middle
these traintracks beneath my feet, here, I am
my face facing the wind, I smell
the oily river, the cars with their lights over the bridge,
the pigeons fluttering below me, a feather
down there floating, westward
a jet-plane in the silent distance marks the sky
over what must be cornfields, where I cannot see.
Oh, X, believe me. I wish you were here. To feel me. Feel it.
The moon is so small compared to me. Right now,
I can see everything my father cannot. I can see
who I am.
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Li11da Curtis Meyers

The Tibetan Nomad and the Snow Leopard
The dung fire's embers
are the color of charred blood.
He sees the carcass
on a riverbank of gray rocks
(her fur would have camouflaged).
One paw arcs, and the tail's
regular knobs of vertebrae
taper into air.
*
He took her pelt,
from the muzzle, down
the soft white belly
and the tail as long as the body.
The traders paid him a high price.
That winter his wife,
who had always been healthy,
became ill and died.
*

From his homespun blanket,
he leans toward the coals.
The spots are what he can't forget:
on their gray and tan pasture,
they gather like yaks
coming home.
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Jack Coulehan

Navaho Storm Song
Beautiful the roving wind, and happily may I roam.
Beautiful the black crow, happily she glides across
the dunes
with a rainbow hanging high upon her wings,
may she restore me.
Beautiful the blossoming stream, happily may she spread
her fingers
beneath the cottonwood, and happily turn and twist.
Beautiful her flanks and belly bursting with pollen,
may the wind restore me.
Beautiful Corn Boy, beautiful Corn Girl,
islands beside her, islands within her, happily she bears
them.
Beautiful the hoghans whose smokestacks are rockets.
I see Bita Hochee behind them.
Happily lightning flings herself upon a head of cloud,
may the storm cloud restore me.
Beautiful the singing wind, happily he ravishes
the storm,
may the wind swell me, may he restore me.
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Gimwh Howard

Blues Harp Background
I could write a song about that winter in Oregon. Living in a trailer.
No plumbing and no lights. Steve, a fugitive from the law and me going down.
I could write a song and Linda Ronstadt could sing it pure and thin,
with Dylan playing mournful in back, whining soft and slow -cause it's a sad
song.
And if a song could smell, it'd be of kerosene.
Same old story. I'm fourteen . I run away with my friend Suzanne. We
take a Greyhound to San Francisco, live with some bikers. One night when I'm
sixteen, we get chased by the police. Going round the corner, I fall off and slide
down the street, burn the backs of my jeans and underwear away. Someone
hands me his leather to tie around my waist. Steve. That's how we meet. He's
twenty-four, married, a couple of kids. I stand there talking to him with
someone else's gun stuck in my bra.
We live together here and there. His wife Pat goes to Florida, says, "I
never want to see you again." Plus a few other things. Steve paints houses and
I go-go dance. The next year I have Johnnie.
One night when Johnnie's four and I'm twenty-one, Steve comes
rushing in. Trouble.
"We're leaving. Get blankets, warm clothes, food. Anything you
want. W e won't be back," he says.
"What7 What is it?" I ask. Johnnie is clutching my legs, looking
around from behind.
"Half an hour," he yells from the hall. "Jane and Richie are coming,
too." That's all, and then I hear him crash down the stairs, the front door slams.
!look heavenward, Jesus, Joseph, and Mary my way around grabbing
stuff and throwing it into paper bags, cursing Steve, my luck for not being born
into a family where you get a dollar for every A. Johnnie's right behind me, but
not whining, not getting in the way, like he knows it's serious.
Which it is. Finally when we're jammed into Richie's Chevy, sitting to
the ceiling on top the blankets and bags and pillows, I find out: Steve and Richie
get into a fight with a couple of guys in a bar, break a lot of glass, Richie shows
a gun and because they're on probation, it won't be long before the police'll be
at the door. And Steve knows this time he' ll go to jail. So we leave town.
"Where are we going," I say.
"Up near Klamouth Falls."
"Where?"
"Oregon. To cut pulp wood. To stay out of sight for a while."
We arrive in the night, sleep in the car in front of the mill office. A full
moon December Night. Everything is white and frozen. Richie runs the engine
off and on, but it's an old Chevy, an old heater. Johnnie twists into a little ball
between us and sucks his thumb, something he hasn't done since he was a baby.
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They get jobs in the morning. The guy rents us a furnished trailer for almost
nothing about fifteen miles up in the mountains.
And it turns out it is for almost nothing .. A rusted turquoise trailer,
with half the windows boarded, squatting in a narrow ravine between two icy
mountains a quarter mile from the road. Snow heavy spruces everywhere.
Right away I understand these trees.
We smoke a joint and go inside: two dark holes for rooms in the back
with a couple of stained mattresses. In a ten by ten space in front, an old cook
stove and a rusty potbelly, a dangerous looking pipe leaning out a hole on the
side. Mouse turds and trash. No toilet, no water, no lights. And freezing cold.
I could cry.
I give Steve the isn't-there-any-other-way look.
"No,' he says, "we got this on credit."
I know from our inventory in the car he's right. Between the four of
us we have: 3 packs of cigarettes, an ounce of grass, a case of beer, 1 jar of instant,
a dozen hotdogs, two boxes of cereal, noodles, and sauce, Kotex, toilet paper,
eighteen dollars and forty-three cents. Plus I have a couple dozen goof balls
undeclared. When we count all this up on our midnight ride, we laugh in the
sleeping face of the world outside. None of us smiles now. Johnnie clings to my
knees. He has not said two words since we left the apartment. He just keeps
looking in my face, and he never lets go of some part of me.
Jane and I start clearing out the junk while Steve and Richie bring in
wood. Steve gets the pipe a little safer, builds a fire. They find a frozen brook
not far from the trailer and there's an outhouse in back. It's a kerosene cook
stove and the tank's half full. Optimism, right? Yes, things are looking up.
Richie makes a sled out of an old square of plywood by fastening a rope through
a hole. Jane and Johnnie and I break a place in the ice and fill up a bunch of
plastic milk jugs we find in the trash. We haul these back, with Johnnie smiling,
finally, and whipping a piece of leftover rope in the snow. His eyes say, Mush,
you huskies, but no sounds come from his mouth. "See this isn't so bad," Jane
says to him. He doesn't answer.
We heat water in a big old pot and begin to clean away some of the filth.
Steve cooks hotdogs that we eat with our fingers, licking the warm grease as it
runs down our wrists. We stay stoned and ride on this Family Robinson rush
through January. Richie and Steve start bringing in money. Richie meets a truck
driver who can get us pot or anything else we want. We find a junk store and
buy kerosene lamps, a table and chairs, a small black and white TV. Steve puts
an old antenna up and we crowd around watching shadows swimming
through snow. We pull the battery back and forth to the car for recharging.
I worry a bout Johnnie not talking. He was never a chatterbox, but now
he won't answer any of us. Even when he plays with his little truck, though he
moves his lips, no rudnnn rudnnn comes out. I know there's nothing wrong
with his hearing because one day I whisper his name and he turns around right
away. I try to get him to talk: How many fingers, John? What was the name of
that dog that lived next door? I'll give you a piece of candy if you'll tell me how
old you are.
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$--------------------------------------It starts to get on Steve's nerves. "Leave the kid alone. He'll talk when
he feels like it."
When there's no one around, I try to coax him. Nothing. I get scared
maybe he's retarded, but then I think, no, that can't be. He knew numbers and
colors and shapes.
February. We're getting by, figure we can make it till spring, figure we
can go back to California by then. But. Jane gets pregnant and pukes sick every
morning. Steve and Richie have a blow up: I'm tired of you doing this. And I'm
fed up with you doing that. Richie and Jane pack and leave in the night. I'm
sorry, she says as she hugs me goodbye. Jesus, me too. I think of the days there
with only Johnnie. I'll be talking to the walls.
The first week they're gone, Steve stays in town.
"Just till I get paid so I can get a car."
"Take us with you. I'm not staying out here by myself," I scream after
him as he walks out to the road to hitch to the mill the next morning. An angry
dog face looks back at me and snarls. It is not the mouth that talked on the street
corner five years back.
That's it. Fuck you. I'm taking the kid and leaving this hole. "You'll
be sorry," I call to the black leather speck in the distance. My mind fills with
getting even, to the sight of him coming home Friday night to a dark, cold trailer.
No me. No son.
I turn to go back and seeJohnniestandingin the doorway, his little face
pinched, silent tears, four going on forty. Then I cry, too, wonder how did I get
here. Know.
I pick him up, feel his chicken feather head under my chin. I close the
door tight against the wind. It's okay, Doodle, I say to him. We sit by the stove.
Daddy will come back with a car Friday.
Anyway where would I go, hitching with a child in the middle of
winter? Not to my mother to hear my father make 'I told you so' remarks. To
hear him say, what's the matter with the dummy? Can't he talk? I look around
the kitchen. There's enough food, enough wood. We'll survive.
February and March I sleep. I do enough phenobarb to keep me under.
Something bad is happening to us, but I'm too doped to do anything. Steve
blames me; I blame him. We barely speak, fuck in the angry darkness, then roll
away and do not touch. Steve does get an old car, one that won't start. Every
morning we can hear him screaming at it. He sounds like my father. Johnnie
and I stay out of his way. When we know he is finally gone, we haul in wood,
drag water back from the brook. With a black crayon, I 'X' off the days on the
calendar hanging by the sink. I wash dishes and watch the inch by inch track
to spring when I am going to do something for sure.
During the day I sleep, curled on a mattress in front of the stove.
Johnnie sits in the crook of my body. He colors and watches TV. The cartoon
voices laugh from a distance. My body feels thick, wrapped in a soft yellow
cocoon. Always there is the smell of kerosene.
Johnnie moves my mouth back and forth, pulls on my hands. He sticks
his fingers in my mouth and wiggles my tongue. Let me sleep. Just a few more
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hours, please, I say to him. The more I get, the more I need. Before Steve gets
home, I try to be up cooking something at the stove. He comes in and glares at
me. I stop getting dressed, stop combing my hair.
"You should see yourself," he says. "Why don't you get cleaned up
and lay off the pills? I can't stand to look at you."
"So don't," I answer.
I feel ugly. I don't care.
Then it happens.
I open my eyes to darkness. Steve is shaking me hard.
"Jesus, Rena, wake up. Something's wrong with John. I think he's
poisoned. Maybe your pills."
I hear Steve calling to me down a tunnel, feci him slapping me, hear
Johnnie's name. I sit up and see John wrapped in a blanket at the foot of the
mattress. His face is dead white, his body still.
Steve is pulling on my pants, putting my arms in my coat.
"I tried to get him to throw up. Nothing. He's unconscious."
At last I am awake. Steve carries John down the long snowy path to
the car, kind of pushing me ahead, saying firmly every time I stagger, every time
I fall; get up, Rena. Keep going. We have to get him to the hospital.
Finally we come to the road. I hold him in my arms. The car starts.
Steve drives the fifteen miles in silence. I sit looking into the strange still face
of my child, saying over and over, God, please, God, let him be all right. I
promise to be a better mother. Please. I promise.
When we get to the emergency room, they are quick. They are kind.
They rush him away. Steve tells them off to the side what he thinks John took.
I look to the floor.
"What happened?" a nurse asks.
"I don't know," I say. "I was asleep." They know I have neglected my
child, but they do not accuse me. I am grateful.
Steve and I sit alone in the waiting room. He does not accuse me either.
He knows I feel bad enough. Once he touches my arm, says, We'll hear soon.
Finally the doctor comes out. "We pumped his stomach. I think he's
going to be okay. He's sleeping. We'll know more in the morning."
I stay with him in his hospital room all night. In the morning he wakes
up, but he is pale and still. I read him Pinnocchio.
"See the little cricket, John. That's Jiminy. He's there to tell f'innocchio
good from bad."
When he can sit up, we color.
"You do the clown and I'll do the balloons," I say.
All the while he is silent.
I want to tell him how sorry I am, but I can't face his eyes looking at me
when I say it.
The next morning I read to him. He sits beside me by the window. I
look out and see a purple flower coming up through the snow. I remember it
is April. "Oh, look, John." And I turn his face toward the purple spot.
He smiles for the first time in weeks.

He touches my tears and

whispers, "Don't cry."
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Dancing with the One-Armed Girl
Some of the Senior boys have yet to decide
between Southeast Asia, Canada or prison. The gym
is decorated with green & yellow crepe paper
& a chipped wooden moon that needs paint.
When she asks me to dance I'm afraid of friend's laughter,
but she is· more sure than schoolboys are cruel.
I feel the pulse of the ann never found ,
never lost,
severed when the speedboat ran over her
& reaching now from the bottom silt of Lake Tahoe.
If I can sense the phantom touch
then she too can feel it & the moment
after, when the body
began to remember itself. The arm
calling back for its body
or perhaps another to hold
as it drifted deeper blues
through lakewater.
Small fish swimming
between fingers of an outstretched hand
like memory brushing against us,
the way her hair touched my cheek.
The ilir in the gym wils deep with currents,
the bilck of her dress damp with sweilt.
The lost arm remilins
holding to memory, knowing
the slow dance of lower depths.
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Brothers Playing Catch on Christmas Day
Only a little light remains.
The new football feels heavy
and our throws are awkward,
like the conversation of brothers
who see each other occasionally.
After a few exchanges,
confidence grows,
the passing and the catching
feels natural and good .
Gradually, we move farther apart,
out in the street,
the space between us
filling with darkness.
He leads me,
lofting perfect spirals
into the night. My eyes
find the clean white laces of the ball.
I let fly a deep pass
to his silhouette.
The return throw
cannot be seen,
yet the ball
falls into my hands, as if
we have established a code
that only brothers know.
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Roger Bacon

Gravina Island:
the colors are at their best
just before sunset with the blue
in the sky reflected by
the water the spruce
green dense and mysterious the brown
of bark ignited by the sun
i once tried to memorize
the names of those island peaks
with their thick green folds
and muscular forms as if
the pattern of some meager
significance in sound
could hold the echoes
of colors in their vast patois
of nap and sparkle
tide and stone to which
the eagle and the raven soar
the barely understood
brush of something from
the outside on the fabric
of an azure and purple sky
but i forgot them
at night my shadow
disappears with them
and i am left
unexplained
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used to be a man
built his words with his hands
groped with gnarled fingers
after images caressed
with blisters sized
by line and span and caught
the indescribable
with twine and gap so that
canescent starlight stood out
in the space between
the double mirrors
of the fish
and the breeze
love a reflection of two
is an incidental mist
along the folds
of shadow and shore
abandoned by the azure
seined on broken mirrors
stitched of fra yed strand
fingers glimpsed and spilled
on the black twill
of unstilled waters
salmon tense in dreams awake
bound to circles unaware
spring to larger scales
and weigh out on oblivion
the hump and fold
of water and ground
is a slow kiss
of sound startled by
a question's splash
at the leeward end
of sleep the lights
of tenders glow
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a yellow silk sleeping gown
half off the wall
& part way off her shoulder.
laughing she comes to me
speaking of bills unpaid
& of the green sweater
she means to buy.
i reach for a candle
but the flame has escaped.
knowing, nodding she hushes
the parley the green
sweater is having with
her norwegian accountant
who understands fish
far better than this
Viking's daughter.
"i keep them in a drawer."
sighing, fumbling
over matchbooks,
the room settling into darkness.
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William John Watkins

The Husband's Song
A woman is only a knife.
You sharpen her down on your wheel
until you make her a wife,
but still she is only a knife
you use to whittle the world
to shape it & niche & curve
and carve it into a life
A woman is only a life,
you whittle it down with time
till the bones of the bones show through
and nothing is reason or rhyme.
A woman is only a knife
you use to whittle yourself
when your preen has gotten too long
and the rhythm' s gone out of your song
along with the rhyme.
Woman alone is wife
no other steel will do
when cutting a two-by-life
and making it cut clean through.
When it comes
to cutting the world in two,
only a woman is knife.
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The first time through it,
I was Clevinger,
a strutting certainty
that Right was Right,
the All-American boy,
hair short as grass,
medals thick as freckles.
I thought Yossarian was the hero.
I was wrong.
Fifteen years
have slipped away in the night,
and I have grown through Yossarian
into McWatt.
My bike starts on the first kick.
At sixty, the rain
bursts on my helmet like flak
hurtling out of the dark night.
The road shines like shrapnel
slick with blood,
trying to lay me d own
like Snowden holding his intestines
in his hands.
Flashing into the dark turn,
I ride the tire's hiss
like a plane leveling out
Kid-Sampson-high above the raft.
I buzz the tents of all Major Danby's
in the three am suburban dark.
My laughter climbs the night
like McWatt's plane
going up the sky
one last time,
Kid Sampson's blood
fluttering off the propeller,
a long appropriate parabola
from the inevitable mountain.
When your death is in your own hands,
so is your life.
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Gnbby Hy111n11

Persian Gulf
Elliot came on deck at the end nfhi~ watch to ride out his amphetamine
high. He had plotted the arcs of projectiles through the dark of night, and now
in the early dawn, the winds running just ahe,1d of the upper wedge of sun,
Elliot listened to the slap of wave~ against the hull and W<1S horn-dog happy.
His pulse drummed in his ears. The day before they h,1d conducted
stationary firing. He had rolled with its heavy jazz, nested in his seat in the
forward battery, the bulkheads shuddering and the cabin air fizzing with static.
Toward the end he rode above in the COM, and it was really something. The massive ship held fast to the swells, the screws thrumming below.
Without warning there came the muzzle flash, the splintering mar, and the ship
lurched in the sea. Off the starboard rail Elliot saw the phantom hull tracing
deep water, then the shape filled with waves.
It went on six months like this - thundering nights and quiet dawns,
weeks between exercises with nothing to do but smoke, or drink, or sleep the
dreamless tides- then Elliot saw the San Diego skyline. He wobbled on the
pier, woozy and unused to land. Late in the day the bus left him off near his
home in the Valley. The driveway was deserted.
Elliot went around back and peered at the man in winter Blues
reflected in his parent' s tear-drop pool. He watched himself puff on a cigaretll'.
Most likely, his father would not mind that Elliot had taken up smoking - he
would chalk it up to restlessness, or male bonding, or something clinical like
that. His father had never smoked. Elliot's mother was up to three pacb a dav
when she quit. Then she really mounted the pounds, and Elliot thought she
looked like a sausage.
Elliot blew his breath in his hand and sniffed it. The cigarette butt
tumbled through the shimmering water and settled in a dot of lcaVL'S in the
deep end .
Elliot went around to the side of the house. Brutus barked and clawed
from behind the kitchen door, and Elliot let the whining peak before he set his
duffel on the step and slipped his key in the lock.
"Okay, okay, Brutus. It's me."
Elliot had to lean heavily against the door, and when it opened, the
Doberman flashed out darkly, pinned Elliot against the jamb, and swabbed his
thick tongue over his face. Elliot whacked the dog's snout until Brutus backed
off with an indifferent whiff and trotted in the house.
Elliot followed into the kitchen, where he set his bag on a chair, opened
the refrigerator and stood in its curling breath of cold. From the top row down
he surveyed two cartons of milk (the 2% low fat for his father), several G111S of
diet soda, three plastic-wrapped hunks of fuzzy green cheese, a Tupperware
bowl in which something soaked under a grey film, and a stainless steel tub of
orange Jell-0. Elliot shut the door.
He went to the wall phone and automatically tapped uut Tracv's
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* ---------------------------------------number. It was hopelessly busy, so he dialed a few times, and quit. On the
kitchen table was a lined yellow pad with his mother's handwriting on it:
Chandler,
Took your son's camera to the post office. Will
pick up Pioneer Chicken on the way home. Don't
give me crap about Christmas presents for the
mailman, or the girl who does my nails. Or the
pool-man. It has to be done. Don't you give
something to your receptionist? I don' t like
your voice on the phone.
Ellen
Elliot tried Tracy's number again. Busy. He walked down the hall to
his room, which looked the way he' d left it (although the comforter was dusty).
He flopped on the bed and slept.
He was in the low-slung bunk, rolling through the pitch of night and
then his father was shaking him.
"Elliot, you turd, what a pleasant shock. What are you doing here?"
He rolled over and looked at his father, surprised to see that his old
man sported a mustache. It sprouted in neat rows, like it had been carefully
etched with a pencil. Elliot sat up in bed and worked his finger over his lip.
"So what's with this?"
Elliot's father stiffened and crossed his arms on his chest. He tilted his
head to one side.
"Just trying to stay in touch with the times. What's wrong with it?
Don't you like it?"
"Yeah, it looks all right." Elliot tried to smile. "We put in at San Diego
this morning. I wanted to surprise you."
"Well it's a good surprise, and a great Christmas present. Your mother
will be pleased." He rolled his eyes. "She' s in another one of her little blue
funks."
His father appeared to remember something and he brightened.
"Did you know that the Rams were on? I'll fire up the set."
Elliot tucked in his shirt, and went along the hall to the den. The Rams
were already down by JO. Each time the quarterback mis-connected, Elliot's
father punched the armrest and said, "Now Elliot, why the hell did he do that?"
Elliot shook his head. A commercial for champagne came on. A
Yuppie couple smooched without using their tongues. Elliot slipped out to
phone Tracy. It rang two times and she answered, out of breath.
"Hi-dee-hi," she said.
"Hello, Trace."
" ... Elliot. What a shock."
"I just got in."
"Merry Christmas. It's good to hear you. I didn't expect...."
"So, you didn't get my letter?"
"Yes, 1 read it. Urn, I guess time just went by without my knowing it."
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"I told you what I bought you."
She sighed. "Now Elliot...."
"Tracer.. .. " He looked toward the den and softened his voice to a
whisper. ''I'll come over. When you see it, you're going to melt. l brought it all
the way from Singapore. You'll want to screw my lights out."
"Elliot...Jt's not a ring, shit, is it? Oh, God, don't tell me it's a ring. l,
ummm. I mean we can't. Shit, Elliot."
"I see." His voice cracked. "Someone else is handling the screwing."
"Oh, Elliot. Don't put it so harshly. It's not an ugly thing."
"How do you want me to put it? Hell, that's just great, Trace."
"Come on, Elliot. I'll see you if you want. I just can't be serious right
now."

"And we'll make love, too?"
"If you want. It's an easy thing for me."
"Well it's not for me."
He hung up and went back to the den. His father wore a silly,
exasperated face.
"How come the Rams don't pass more?" he asked.
"I don't know the answer to that one, dad."
Elliot leaned into the couch and tried to blot out the surgt' in his
stomach. He imagined the pixie face at his red-lit station in the forward battery,
Tracy's photo beneath the shuttles where the shells sped past.
During the third quarter, the Rams trailed by 23. Elliot saw the dash
of light through the window and a car creaked up the driveway. Brutus bCHked
and scratched at the door.
"Where you going?" said Elliot's father, his eyes on the game.
"Shhh. I want to surprise her. Come on, Brutus, back off."
His slender mother - watertight in a red leotard top, gym shorts and
aerobic shoes- bounded through the door. She brushed Brutus aside and
made it halfway to the kitchen with a cardboard tub of chicken when she saw
Elliot in the hallway and shrieked.
"Elliot. Jesus Christ. I nearly had a heart attack. Come hen?and let me
hug you."
His mother squeezed him and turned a gaunt cheek against his face.
She held him out at arm's length, her eyes misting over.
"Damn, you' re so strong. The Navy's put muscle on you."
" Naw, mom. You're the one who looks great."
"Think so?" She looked away. "You're father doesn't think so. He
only has nasty things to say."
"What's that?" Elliot's father cried from the den. "You sav something?"
"The Rams must be on," said Elliot's mother. "How do you like the
psychiatrist with a mustache? Trcj contemporary."
Brutus pounced on the table and the chicken cascaded to the floor, the
drumsticl)s hopping around, and the dog making off with a plump crusty
breast. Elliot's mother stretched over and scooped up the rest.
"Coming to the table, Marlin?" And when he didn't answer, "Okay,
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the all-American family eats in the tv room."
They sat in the den, picking away at the Pioneer Chicken, and once,
when Elliot's mother tried to speak, his father hushed her, jabbing his drumstick toward the television. When the game was over, Elliot's mother and father
climbed into separate cars and drove away.
Elliot felt a little jumpy, so he walked out to the yard and smoked a
cigarette. The palms turned purple around the edges as the last of the sky
blushed orange, then a smudgy pink, and then deep blue. Brutus chased after
the flying crescent of tobacco stub. Elliot walked back to the house. He watched
a documentary on the plight of starving Ethiopians. During a break, he phoned
Tracy's number and hung up before anyone answered. There was a late-night
movie about tough women cops with Bronx accents. Elliot eventually tired of
waiting up and went to bed.
The following morning he discovered the sports section of the Times
wedged under his pillow. He pulled on a musty terrycloth robe, short in the
arms with small strings fraying at the sleeves. In the kitchen his mother bent
over rolls of wrapping paper and a nest of small boxes.
"Morning," she said as he came in, snarling her lips around a strip of
Scotch tape. "Yourfather'salreadygone. Wesentyourpresenttotheship. You
can have Christmas all over again when you get back."
"What's this?"
Elliot lifted a bottle Pierre Cardin cologne and turned it in the light.
"Not you, too," said Elliot's mother. "It's for the pool-man. The maid
gets a box of Whitman's Chocolates, the pool-man gets cologne, and my hairdresser gets a bottle of champagne."
"The hair-dresser gets champagne."
"Okay, Elliot, let's hear what's on your mind."
"What the hell's going on around here?"
'Td think it was obvious. Your father and I are having a trial
separation. Simple as pie."
Elliot's bottle-brush hair began to tingle and his knees went rubbery
-a feeling he had at sea, in the beginning. He drew up a dining-room chair and
sat down.
"I never heard of a separation where you live together."
"You call this living?" She tore a wrapper from one of the parcels and
scrunched it on the table. " If I could, I'd join the Navy, too. They don't take
mothers, do they?"
She came over and put her arm around him. Elliot sat patiently.
"We missed you, Elliot. How long are you here this time?"
"I don't know. Three months, maybe."
"That's nice. I mean, it's terrific." His mother went to the sink and ran
the water. She looked out the kitchen window. "Did you call Tracy yet?"
"You can d eep-six that."
His mother laughed.
"No, Elliot. She called here, maybe about a month ago, and asked
about you. Said you'd sent her a letter and she wanted to know when you were
coming. Of course, I didn't know." She gazed at the clock. "You take the car
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after breakfast. Go on over there and set things straight."
"What about you? Don't you have stuff to do?"
"Helen's coming over around ten. We've got some last-minute
shopping and the malls are jammed. Now you get things ironed out, okay?"
On the way to Tracy's, passing the shops on Van Nuys in his mother's
Fairlane, Elliot began to shake a little, and the car lunged to the right. He fought
the wheel along Victory Boulevard, then he parked and ran the rest of the way.
Tracy lived in a cul-de-sac off of Fulton. Fat winter oranges hung from
the trees and fell on the astro-turf lawn. No one answered the bell, so Elliot
began knocking, softly at first, and he ended up pounding the door with the butt
of his fist. He opened the garage and tried the service door, then he hopped the
fence and went around the yard to Tracy's bedroom and looked inside. Two
teddy bears and a pink stuffed unicorn were propped on the bed.
The window wouldn't budge. He rattled it, then a cry escaped from
his throat as he mounted the sill, gripped the frame with his fingers, and kicked
in the pane with his boot.
Elliot sat in the broken glass on Tracy's bed. The sheets were warm
and smelled faintly of tangerines. He shoved the animals off the bed and slid
his boots under the covers. An alarm clock ticked away on the bureau. After
a while he went into the kitchen, opened the icebox and drank a can of Coors.
On the way home (he had no trouble navigating this time), Elliot
hocked the ring at a pawn shop on Van Nuys. He stopped two doors down to
buy a six-pack and a carton of Marlboro Lights.
A pick-up truck blocked his parent's driveway, so Elliot parked the
Fairlane in the street. In the bed of the truck were blue-net baskets on the ends
of aluminum poles, and yellow, acrid-smelling bottles. Brutus barked from
somewhere in the yard, his cries muted and a little half-hearted .
'Tm back," Elliot said, slamming the door behind him. He chucked
the keys on the table and uncorked a beer.
The television flickered in the den- a shrill, soap-operatic soprano's
voice droned on- and Elliot heard gentle laughter. In his father's chair sat a
tanned young man in paint-spackled overalls and a white baseball cap. He
might have been Elliot's age, but the sun had splotched his cheeks and cracked
the flesh of his nose, and the skin in the corners of his eyes ran in deep creases.
The den reeked of Pierre Cardin.
"Don't get up," said Elliot, hauling the six-pack along by its plastic
mesh. "Are you the pool-man?"
"Yeah," said the pool-man without looking up. "Can't miss this.
Erika's sleeping around on Steven, but she doesn't know that for months he's
been banging Denise."
II

Beer?"

"Sure," said the pool-man, reaching out a callused palm.
"Smoke?" Elliot fished out two Marlboro Lights, lit one and handed
it to the pool-man, lit another for himself.
'Tm Elliot," he said, flicking his ashes on the carpet.
"No kidding?" said the pool-man. "The sailor?"
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Janet Za11dy

My Children's Names
for Anna and Victor
My children have heavy names
Thick sliced , roped and braided na mes
Old World names
Names reeking o f steame r ships
Close qua rters, and shad ows
Nil mes of heavy black cloth
ilnd stiff, sweaty secrets
Names that plunge
Deep into the earth
Cilked dirt under the nail names
Pungent names, kneading and scrubbing
Simmering, a nd boiling over na mes
N<1 mes that mean business:
Josie, Carlos, Ha nnah, Albert, Sylvia, Jenny, Herman, Amelia.
My children want names that climb
ilnd cling to the sun
Dia philnous names
Clea r pools, clubs, and right-school names
Nilmes whose sails billow out
White ilnd clean
Americiln names
Names that sound like something you buy:
Heather, Brittany, Amber, Tiffany, Rod , Bunny, Lori, La nce.
Not Rumpelstilskin, but Snow White names
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Faiz Ahmed Faiz
Translated by Nairn Siddiqui

Where Will You Go?
The moon will be lost on roof-tops in a while,
mirrors will be starved of images,
and from heaven's tearful eyes
the stars will drop into dust.
In the despairing, tired abodes of men,
someone will wrap his solitude around himself,
oblivious to all except
the death-like moment of abandonment;
saying farewell to faithless love,
where will you go, vagrant heart?
And in that hour of selfish solitude
you'll meet no one, and if you do,
it will be in a way you will regret.
Where will you go then, vagrant heart?
But wait till the morning, dagger-like,
pierces again through every slumbering eye;
and then your friendship will be sought
by every crucified victim of the dark night,
forgetful of the agonies of the dark night.
(From Dasth-e-Tahe-Sungh)
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Jennie Versteeg

Spell
"You don't have to tell me if it makes you feel-if it makes you feel,"
I tell him.
"Hell no, it doesn't make me feel," he laughs. "At all. It's just over
between julie and me, and that's all." He puts his glass to his lips, and I watch
the glass go to hand go to arm go to shoulder.
My hair grows down my neck for this moment, and has been growing
for him, for months.
Last spring I saw them at a party, holding each other up, he swallowing the light, she throwing it back. And they looked altogether good , ripe to
splitting, sweet to powder and ticking, ticking. No one would' ve thought.
But I burned candles to bring about this breaking-up, for months.
We will never go to parties. If we do, we'll send the guests spinning
home, their nails ground into their palms, to waiting lovers. A stomach full.
Whe n did he and Julie come to an end? He tells it to me this way. "It
started right about the time summer broke. Remember?
"The trees in her front yard were full of those seed pods, like chocolate
shavings. You know?"
I say, "I know." It was a hot summer. Our summers will send grass
flashing into fire, concrete buckling, make tires shuck their treads on the
smoking interstate.
" It happened when some farmer decided enough was enough, and
shot his wife and kids, all heavy and shining with the weight of all that, all that,
all that .. . I don't know," he says.
"It's okay."
"I think I'm drunk."
"I think so," I say, and take his drink from him. We will have no need
for anything but water, water.
The phantom crying, the aching arms, for months. All classic symptoms of a woman without her baby. Don't laugh. Spells work.
"Maybe l should leave, go someplace new. Make a clean start. What
do you think?"
I think it's a straight shot to Missouri, your throat. And a further
stretch to Indiana. Your mouth. We can go to the border for illegal fireworks
and set them off inches from our hands.
I've been stockpiling fire, for months.
"That bitch." He shakes his head, forehead on the cloudy bar. l ta ke
his hand. "You know, the day we split up the grass was as green as ... something
green. Stop me if I'm making you-"
" No, you're not making me."
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bags.

Planting fingernails, arranging shoes, herbs from the co-op in poultice

He brought me to their house once. She sat under those same trees.
She was knitting, keeping off thedevil's playground. And who could resist her
invitation: to come on over here and sit down beside me?
"Still and all, she was quite a woman." His arms around me. "She
could drive me to distraction. Just thinking of her could make me go harder
than bone. God. Imagine me saying that to you. I'm sorry. But you've always
been so good to me. What do you think?"
You will turn me to cartilage. I'll bend for you. I can see it, afternoons
drawn out slowly, slick light through drawn shades.
"Here," he whispers, "why didn' t I ever go for you?"
Now his breath is here for the taking. We will always breathe the same
air, for I've been waiting to breathe, for months.
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It Will Rain
A thunde rstorm is trundling in along the inters tate.
The sky is the color of pond wa ter, filled
with cloud s, pink with dust,
sliding, colliding, ga thering
in rows like abacus bead s.
The air is full o f seasalt, a nd sweatsalt,
a nd lightning riding dry.
Crackling leaves as big as m y fist skate along my path .
They fall like sparrows, and the wind
walks d own my spine, pushing
me home, and to you .
It will rain tonight, and all the trees

w ill be dark as leather,
gravied dust settling like silt
in the hollow crooks of branches.
The rain will crash like sheet metal ilgainst our w indows.
The clouds w ill string out like
hot tilffy-gather, crash, clot;
we'll follow suit, strung out
and rushing together as clouds sift
and vanish like
bra nches of smoke.
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Homer Kizer

The Fibreglas Shoe
Wynken, Blynken, and Nod one night
Sailed off in a wooden shoeSailed on a river of crystal light
Into a sea of dew.
-Eugene Fields, Wynken, Blynken, & Nod.
Dave and Kristel sleep, he in the same grimy coveralls he's worn for
two days, she in the top bunk because she claimed it first. I hold the RPMs at
1500, pass two longliners working the seventy fathom gut joining Izhut to
Marmot Bay, then leave Peril Cape behind, and run for Midarm Island at the
mouth of Kitoi Bay . . . lzhut Bay is shaped like a mitten with Kitoi being its
thumb. I fished there in 1979, so have some idea where I want to lay gear. I also
know that the other side of the island has better fishing this early in the year.
The feel of the water changes, awakens Dave.

May, 1983. When Dave says, "Fifty-fifty split, I put up the boat, you
the gear," I nod yes although I know better. I want to go halibut fishing this year,
want to remain in the fishery in case of limited entry. And after being confined
indoors all winter, I want to feel the bow plow into a sea, to smell the salt air,
hear the gulls, see puffins, seals, the hold full of iced fish. I don't care that my
gear i" on the bottom of the Bering Sea along with my boat.
"We'll need one more person," Dave adds.
"Kris wants to go to summer camp."
He agrees that Kristel, my twelve year old daughter, will probably be
,111 the help needed so everything is settled. Season is a month away. That gives
me enough time to tie gear-! can charge skates of groundline, hooks, snaps and
gangions at the local hardware store. One major problem remains: Dave
doesn't have a boat. He doesn't locate one for a week.
"How much repair does it need?" I ask.
"The owner's gonna change the engine. That's about it."
I know what changing a car engine involves, and l pulled the Jimmie
out of my boat; so skeptical, I ask, "When?"
"He'll get the engine when he gets back from herring fishing, a new six
cylinder 'Suzi."'
If I hadn't already bought ten groundlines, I'd tell him I can't go.
"When does he get back?"
"His wife called him last night. He's in Togiak, and gonna stay a while
longer."
It takes a week to sail from Togiak to Kodiak, and most of another week
to makl' ferry connections to Anchorage and back. I doubt that there'll be a
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second halibut opening. The first one is six days long; so we can't afford to miss
any of it. I remind Dave that there was only one opening last year.
"I'll have the old engine out of Angela before he gets back so we only
have to drop the new one in."
Still working in the shop, I say, "I won't have time to help-"
"I know, but we'll make it. You'll see."
Bouquets of pink buoys sprout from the gunwales of every other boat
in town, or so it seems. Salmon seines disappear; levelwind reels take their
place. Crews hastily nail together baiting tables and hook racks. And the
converted seiners raft four and five abreast the full length of the transit floats.
Then the schooners arrive. White. Fishing fixed gear. From Seattle. Ketchikan.
Juneau. Seward. They pass down the channel with neither bow nor stern wake.
The opening's near. Only Angela and a handful of derelict hulls remain in
Fuller's boatyard. I go there daily to check Dave's progress, but seldom see him.
Aqua green, a narrow seiner with a cramped cabin and a translucent
patch just above the waterline of its bow, the Angela is really a decked-over,
thirty foot skiff that's too big to fish as a skiff and too small to weather much of
a sea. Its engine compartment steals half of its uninsulated fish hold. Its
bulwarks are low, and without railings. It has no davit.
Covered with grime that no advertised detergent will ever remove,
Dave emerges from the fish hold today. "Ain't she pretty?"
I don't answer, but suspect that any halibut with a wiggle of self
respect would rather be eaten by sand fleas than found dead in the little seiner's
hold.
"The owner ain't back yet. They had another opening."
"That's bad-"
"No. This way he'll have enough for the engine. Without the opening,
he would've been short."
The six cylinder 'Suzi requires a shorter prop shaft which, in turn,
requires a new shaftlog and Cutlass bearing. The larger engine swings a bigger
wheel-a prop with more pitch has to be ordered from Anchorage. The 'Suzi
is considerably heavier than the four cylinder it replaces; so heavier engine
stringers have to be scabbed onto the keelson. The mast has to be raised, and
brackets and guards welded for the new muffler. But the welding shop runs
days behind. The keelcooler needs to be replaced, but is only flushed. And the
evening before the opening, almost as an afterthought, Fuller's mobile crane
lifts A11gcla off the oil drums on which the boat has set more than two years.
After Dave worries the air out of the fuel lines, the 'Suzi starts. The
exhaust manifold heats; I smell the scorched paint, but remain on the dock.
Dave looks up, and beams. Man against time. He won on this occasion.
"Meet me at the fuel dock." He deftly throws off bow and stern lines.
Angela heads inbound, down the channel, while one longliner after another
chugs out, heading for their fishing grounds. Underway, with its empty stern
high in the water, the little seiner looks like a woman's patent leather pump, and
has the grace of a fibreglas shoe shuffling through mud puddles.
The bulk plant would've been closed hours ago if it wasn't for the rafts
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of boats still waiting for fuel ... it seems every boat anywhere near Kodiak has
either just bought fuel, is buying fuel, or is waiting to buy. Appearing naked
(the other boats bristle with gear), Angela joins those waiting.
Although we can charge bait at the cannery I usually sell to, there's no
ice available until morning. Dave calls other canneries. Same story.
"We'll be all night getting out of town, Dave. We may as well wait."
He scowls, but knows how much remains to be done.
l pay for the fuel. A hundred gallons. A hundred dollar bill, plus the
ones in my front pocket. l charge ten cases of frozen herring at sixteen dollars
a case. My wife hands me the change from the hundred dollars she spent on
boat groceries. And Dave tries to figure out why the hydraulic pump won't
work.
"It's backwards, Dave."
He disagrees, but I haven't time to argue or to look at it closer. Only
today did l tie the last of twelve hundred hooks, and splice eyes in buoy lines
so I still have to bolt a jerryrigged hook rack to the ankle-high bulwarks, and
wedge a plywood baiting table between the reel and the stern. Kristel carries
her sleeping bag aboard, and crawls in the top bunk. Dave dismantles the
hydraulic pump. And l stash gear anchors, snap buoys to the handrail atop the
Glbin, and throw groundlincsintothe hold (I ccm'twind them onto the reel until
Dave solves the problem with the hydraulic pump). I hang our open-faced
blocks, and clip coils of buoy line to the reel's framework, stow extra V-beltsand
a spare roller chain beneath the cabin steps while Kristel snores loudly.
"I know this pump's okay," Dave says after reassembling it the third
time. He's been twisting wrenches without a break for the past forty hours, and
wants to take a sledgehammer to the pump.
"l told you, the pump's running backwards."
"It can't be. It's the same place it was on the other motor." He pauses.
"You're right. This 'Suzi doesn't turn the same direction."
Turning the pump around requires cutting a notch in the engine
stringer. He goes to the boatyard to get a saw while I roundup extension cords.
Fishing is determination welded to ingenuity by sleeplessness: it's dawn by the
time we get the hydraulic pump working. See~son will open in six hours, and
we' re still in port with radios we haven' t checked out. But Dave works on the
r,ldios while I run the boe~t to the cannery. I don't like buying green ice, but
he~ven't a choice. The schooners emptied cannery icehouses days ago.
We take on three tons, then plow down the channel as steam whistles
start the canneries working. We're joined by skiffs e~nd jitneys that plan to lay
gear near Buoy Four, but we're headed for Afognak's lzhut Bay, beyond the
mnge of most skiffs but a bay small enough not to attract larger, more efficient
vessels.
The season's two hours old when we enter Izhut Bay, three hours old
by the time I drop anchor ina cove behind Mid arm Island. The boxes of herring
are still frozen. To pry individual fish loose without breaking or mashing them
seems tougher than freeing assets frozen by the IRS without paying the owed
taxes. Dave's patience fails, and Kristel emerges from the cabin to tell him he's
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Leaning spruce look at themselves in the water as whiffs of fog cling
like moss to their boughs. The cove is as tranquil as a farm pond; only the dollarsize jelly fish remind me that this is salt water.
The point of the hook through the eye, Kristel tells Dave before she
disappears into the cabin to make herself a sandwich. I grab a coil of ground line,
read the attached card, and wonder about the phrase unwind against the Sllll.
Translation: uncoil the tarred line counterclockwise. I didn't do that with one
groundline in 1979, and skate never laid straight.
Kristel helps Dave bait hooks. A thousand of them. So another two
hours slip by before we're ready to lay our first groundline.
The two longliners we passed on our way into Izhut are picking their
gear. Through binoculars, Dave sees them gaff a halibut longer than the men
are tall. He takes the wheel. Apparently figuring the engine's broken in, he
pushes the throttle forward, increasing the RPMs to 2300 ... the engine slows
as if trying to seize.
He flips the shut-down lever, jumps down alongside the engine, and
pulls the dipstick. The engine has oil, plenty of it. Perplexed, he checks this and
that, but doesn't find anything wrong. He mutters something about ten
thousand dollars, and after a long pause, restarts the engine.
The engine idles smoothly, and seems all right. He increases RPMs.
1000.1250.1500. Nohintoftrouble. ButastheRPMsclimbto2000,theengine
begins to die, again sounding like it's trying to seize.
We drift with the tide as Dave stares blankly at the still-white 'Suzi.
Spotting the baited hooks, gulls hang in the air behind our stern. My presence
keeps them from landing.
"This is what the four cylinder did that was in here, the reason why he
changed engines. It's like something grabs hold of the prop and stops the
engine, but everything's new. Engine. Reduction gear. Shaft. Bearings. So
what the hell's goin on?"
"She ran fine all the way here. Slow, but okay."
We decide to lay gear where we are. The idea is to clip a baited hook
to the groundline, one every eighteen feet, a hundred hooks to a skate.
Although Dave's crewed on boats since a teenager, he's never fished snap-on
gear. There's an art to setting hooks, an art not unlike playing pickup sticks with
porcupine quills at ten miles an hour in a bouncing boat. He has difficulty
separating gangions. He can't get the rhythm, not with four hours sleep in the
last two and a half days. And I have trouble following the ten fathom contour.
It doesn't parallel the cape, and Angela 's depth finder flashes erratically so I
don't know when to believe it. With the boat running at only two-thirds throttle
and Dave and I having problems, we take twice as long as we should to get
seven skates and six hundred hooks down. In fact, the first skate has been down
long enough to pull before the seventh is laid.
Dave and I tn.1de places. I snag the buoy, engage the reel, pick the first
snap, and turn to hand it to Kristel. She's asleep. Notfor long, though. Standing
in the hold, she takes gangions; knocks off the old bait, starfish, or whatever the
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hook has caught other than halibut; and throws the hook in the tub, snap over
the edge. We catch halibut. Nine fish on the first two skates. Five hundred
pounds. But we catch mostly cod for which we have no market. So after saving
enough for dinner and to bait a turn of gear, we have to throw the rest back even
though they're dead . And watching Dave kick a hundred or more cod,
averaging five pounds apiece, over the stern bothers me. I suspect it bothers
Dave, too, but it's a non-subject. Just part of fishing.
After pulling the seven skates (and keeping more cod), we head
around the cape. Dave and Kristel bait; I run the boat. We lay gear on the
outside of the cape, and the laying goes so smooth that when Dave throws the
last anchor over, I turn Angela around, and slowly head for the cove behind
Midarm Island where I dress and ice halibut while Dave tries to figure out
what's wrong with the engine. There isn't much either of us can do, isn't much
we can check besides fuel-and the Racor filter is full and clean, so water isn't
the problem.
"There' s something wrong with the venting of those aft tanks," I say.
'Tve seen chainsaws behave this way."
He checks both tanks. Their vents are clean, and seem large enough.
"Fuel lines must be too small. Can't keep up with demand." He says
as he restarts the engine- we'll try to pick up the gear one more time before
sunset.
But before I can get the anchor pulled, steam billows from the engine
compartment, and continues to billow as Dave dives alongside the engine. Like
a curious bystander at a seven alarm fire, Kris asks, "Why is all that smoke
coming from the motor?" Neither Dave nor I answer her as we search for where
the head gasket blew. That isn't the problem, though. Dave begins laughing
insanely. "Nobody tightened the hose clamps on the keelcooler," he grins
sheepishly.
I hand him our five-gallon jug of drinking water. He returns it empty.
"That should hold us awhile."
"We can get water at the hatchery." I nod towards Kitoi Bay. "And
can lay the rest of our gear in there so it's not in our way."
The temperature gauge pegs its needle when the engine starts. 'Til
run this pig," Dave says. "If she's gonna burn up, I'll do it." He says more, but
though expressive, his words aren't coherent. And Kristel asks why are we
going so slow.
"Where are you going, and what do you wish?"
The old moon asked the three.
"We have come to fish for the herring fish
That live in this beautiful sea.
- W.l;nkcll , Blynkcn [-r Nod
We fish around the clock Thursday and to dusk Friday evening. Dave
has been up four days, I three. And keeping Kristel awake has become
impossible-she falls asleep between snaps, while baiting hooks, even between
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swings while beating starfish off hooks. But sunset Friday begins the Sabbath:
we'll have twenty-four hours to recuperate. To sleep mostly. So we want to get
out of the surge, but not run as far as Mid arm Island. Thus, we cautiously enter
a nameless bay behind Peril Cape, and see a beachcombing cross fox scamper
into the spruce timber that grow to water's edge.
The bay appears to end, but our chart shows another bay behind this
one. Dave noses the A11gela around the rocks blocking the narrow channel
connecting the two bays-and we enter a surreal seascape. The inner bay is pale
green, milky, and quiet. Very, very quiet. We see no birds, no otters, no seals.
Naked, black trees stand like skeletons on the small island we pass. We slide
over a rock unmarked by kelp. I doubt we could enter the bay at low tide, but
the chart shows seven fathoms of water ahead so we continue.
Dave shuts the engine down behind the second island. Neither of us
can interpret the erratic flashes of the fathometer. I slowly lower the anchor.
We're okay. We're in enough water we won't go dry over the tide change.
Kristel cooks while Dave and I hurriedly dress halibut. The hold's half
full-would be full if the ice wasn't melting so fast. We're almost out of ice, and
will have to return to Kodiak Sunday.
Dave turns on the deck lights, <md I realize we're not bothered by bugs:
usually no-see-urns attack us this close to land. Uneasy, I feel I'm trespassing.
Neither the surge, nor the wind touches the bay. We seem the only life here.
Kristel calls me to eat. I dip a bucket of water, wash my hands, and
slosh down the deck. As the gurry runs over the stern, the bay begins to boil.
Behind us. Off each side. The water churns.
"Herring! Tons of 'em. Hundreds of tons."
"This is why we're catching so many cod," I say, awed by the
spawning ritual, barely visible in the failing twilight.
Dave watches with his mouth open, hands bloody. "If the owner
knew about this, he wouldn't have to go to Togiak."
"You gonna tell him?"
"No. He goes as much for the trip as for the fish."
I understand that . .. the herring are still active when I go to bed . Dave
says they didn't stop until just before dawn- he stayed up and watched them.
As a result, he gets only six hours sleep before I pull anchor Sunday evening,
and we again lay gear.
All night long their nets they threw
To the stars in the twinkling foamThen down from the skies came the wooden shoe,
Bringing the fishermen home.
-Wy11kC11 , Blyllkt:ll & Nod
I've never heard of a wooden shoe with an engine that overheated, nor
one that starved for fu el. We didn't cast nets of gold or silver, though our gear
cost plenty. The sea we fished wasn't crystal dew: we had to go to the hatchery
for fresh water to fill our water jug and the keelcooler. But we filled in a
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previously unanswered question about where herring spawned, and filled the
hold with halibut. After expenses, we made more than three thousand dollars
for the six days we fished. As long as we kept engine RPMs under 1500, Angela
gave us no problems past the first day-except when I plowed into a big swell
leaving Izhut. The compass bounced off the bridge and rolled across the deck.
Its screws had rusted in-two. I couldn't trust it on the twenty-four mile run
across Marmot from Peril Cape to Buoy Four. But then, like the wooden shoe,
Angela seemed to know its way home, and wasn't distracted by the porpoise
that crossed and recrossed beneath its bow nor by the otters that waved.
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The Reason For Trees
All winter I have warmed
the house with wood.
Trees cut in April,
split in October.
The flow of grain stopped
cold as the steel of an axe.
Now in the hot wind
of a firebox, the wood's dream
wavers, flickers orange
movements behind an eyelid.
The trees bear me this,
such fruit, these embers.
Always before they strained
deeply in two directions
to break soil, stone, horizon.
Smoke now rises softly
higher than any branch or limb,
slowly coils to trace the shapes
of trees for clouds to cling to.
And ash- particles of grey matter
finer than thought - settles,
sifts downward
in indecipherable systems
through everything
to plant in the core of the earth
the reason for trees.
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Walter Bargen

Staying in One Place
When we finally know it's not quite
what we wanted, and no matter how
long we wait will not be long enough,
that's it, something like the mockingbird
across the yard, in an elm that sprouted
when we first moved here to build
this house, the thin trunk now as tall
as the roof gable, and knowing it's a matter
of time, for the tree and house, and not
all that much longer, and still
this bird sings, not a single series
of rising and falling notes that might lead
to some soundless singing edge of self,
but it vocalizes nearly everything
it hears, refuses to let go,
as if it had forgotten its own anguished
notes, or lost them among so many, or
simply become unimportant after
the passing of whole days and the dark
quarters of night, yet each song
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lasts a breath, unlike the rancher over
the hill to the north, calling his
cattle to the barn with a low moan,
answered with explosive force by the herd,
and backed by his yelping dog, stepped on
by a quick turn of hooves, or kicked
for barking, all sounding certain enough
to be just behind the house, while the mockingbird, its path across the field marked
by the staccato white of wingbeats,
lands on a fencepost, and not giving
up, starts again, as if perched
inside my ear, here on the porch, balanced
on rotting nylon webbing, the aluminum
frame of the lawn chair split, where
water seeped and froze a season ago.
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Craig 5. Brown

Distinctions
That good guys wear white, that good bad guys
wear white, and that virtue is some distinction
in how you wear it, these are the things which
observation teaches us. Hemingway knocked out
Stevens for his opinion, and he won the Nobel
Prize, for Literature, not Peace we'll assume.
Good guys, Bad guys, so few of us who clearly
cut it, so difficult to draw the line in anything,
but pencil. Schweitzer, Ghandi, good guys to be
certain, but how few in that class. Hitler, Amin,
definite bad guys, right, but what would Eva say:
That he kissed her eyelids when he said goodnight.
And wasn' t Schweitzer somehow more selfish
than not, didn't he give his family's life too,
and isn't that what we're never supposed to do.
And how about this morning and the forty-one year
old social worker who beat his son to death for
crying. Good guys, bad guys, who really cuts it.
Which one of us rides the pure white horse;
and shoots the straight and truly silver bullet.
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after Stephen Dobyns

Let's say a man wakes up one morning and finds
only a note on the nightstand beside his bed.
Dear man, I've slept with you for almost a year
now and alii know about you is your name,
not even your middle one at that. I suppose
conversation isn't high on your list of things
to do. I'm moving back in with my mother; woman.
Let's say the man's parrot wakes up and sees
something is wrong. He flies to the man's
shoulder and then tells him stupid jokes
like the one about the two blind canaries
and a mouse, on a fishing trip. Let's say he laughs
a little, and that the parrot, pleased with himself,
says to the man, come on let's get up off
our asses, let's go get her and bring her back.
At the train station the man and the parrot
see the woman, across the terminal, and ready
to board. But let's say it's too crowded,
and the man knows he won't reach her in time,
so he turns to the parrot, it's up to you,
he says, fly to her, say, I love you, I'm sorry
I haven' t said it before, I want you to come
back to me. And so the parrot flies to her
shoulder, and in his best Ricardo Montalban,
Corinthian accent, says what the man told him
to say. The lady pauses for a moment, looks
around for the man, of course wanting to believe.
But let's say she can't find him in the crowd
and so she boards the train with the parrot on her
shoulder, and he whispers to her all those things
he'd heard the man say before, in his sleep
or alone into the mirror. Those things one wants
to say naturally, easily, but which stick to the dry
roof of one's mouth and come sputtering out clumsily
like a cheek full of crackers and 'peter piper.'
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Orlando Menes

Bordello
The night is muggy. "The house reeks
Of rotten fruit," I say. "That's how
L:over's smell, " Angelica quips.
She pinches my butt, then swallows
Up my tongue like a lollipop.
A slighted rival sneers, "A man's
Mouth is a guillotine, my dear."
2

The phonograph grinds out a jazzy
Song. Meanwhile, an old guy slumbers,
His toupee drooping. His neighbor,
A much younger man, stares owl-eyed,
Entranced by the music, perhaps.
Beside him is a slinky brunette.
From a glittery purse, she takes
A tube of red lipstick. Grinning,
She writes HORNY on his forehead.
3
The clock cuckoos midnight. Anxious
To strick a deal, Angelica's
Raspy rival wakes the old guy,
Kissing his blemished white face.
Her lips glisten like apple skin.
She proposes, "What d'ya say, love?
Casn I suck the marrow from your bone?"
4

Angelica whispers, "Spend the night
With me, love. I won't be dull as lead."
She leads me to a room where cupids
Are stencilled on the walls. I caress
And kiss her blonde hair. She frowns and pulls
My hand away. "Hey, take your shorts off,"
She says. I comply. She goes down deep
And hard. Behind glass doors, a shower weeps.
The waterdrops splat like slugs of lead.
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War Stories
I.
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It came by airmail over water from Viet jungle:
A human head packed in cotton, shrunk by the best efforts
Of modern man, return address: my uncle Bill
Who jumped ship to put on the blood orange robes
Of a Cambodian Buddhist monk
Years before the slaughter we engendered and ignored .
My fingers snapped the ties that bound it to
That foreign sand that packed the skull
Where once were thoughts, presumably, of love
In that delicate brown once-living skin that must
Have smiled at the thought of shrinking down
Into a gift cradled in the palm of a boy in Ozone Park,
That no doubt blushed to feel the soft impress of fingertips
Or stroke of hand through fat-slicked hair in afternoon
Of Christmas holiday occuring somewhere
In the efflorescence of the Buddha's thousand names,
Cheap black market signal of the immanent
Violence in our days of rest.
I turn now to my other gifts that year:
The rocks that rattled in the box wrapped by my mother
In a train schedule listing the unfamiliar towns
Made familiar by red pencil ovals from town to time
Equally unknowable both leaving and arriving
In such certainty it must have seemed the perfect gift
For a boy of eight along with that book of matches
She must have snatched from someplace nice
Entertaining her policeman after the fix came in
On the Trifecta down at Aqueduct.
The innumerable gifts in each glint of the rocks
I might have wished in autistic trance
To Away Without Leave with my uncle
Who jumped one winter night from a ship bound back
To that someplace that must have once been nice.

--------------------------------------$
II.

The mere showed me a Polaroid at the Ramada Inn convention
Of a man he had killed in Rhodesia :
A black man splayed on the street without his head
As if half-disappearing from a country
That half did not want him when he lived,
His blood spreading from that torso in tree-shaped
Silhouette across white sidewalk dawn,
The red branches splitting into twigs of savannah
Manzanita blooming into camouflage,
Black men about to spring from blood to cut the ears
From mere with jagged bayonets, the good ole boy from 'Bama
Who spits chaw and says, "Know how I knew he was a terr'?
'"Cuz the two sets of clothes on his back,
"N ig thought he would change on the fly after planting the
bomb."
A few moments later he winks and asks me if I'd like
To come up to his room to "exchange cammies and such."
The polite mercenary term for "Let's fuck."
He smiles the brown smile of the shrunken head.
The Buddha's angel bearing the gift of d eath.
I fit the head on tip of tree's angel
To give it the body toward which it had flown.
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Patricia Flinn

Old-Fashioned Love
She was remembering the rooms. Rooms smelling of moldy mops,
unwashed hair and sour grief; small, airless, box-like rooms without light,
without motion. Stalled, like railroad cars, flat and senseless upon broken
tracks across immense grey fields.
She hadn't been inside those rooms in almost twenty years, but she
could see them again as clearly as she saw the woman standing in front of her.
The woman who was watching her curiously. Mrs. Stover from the Department
of Social Services.
''I'm sorry," Mildred said. ''I'm afraid I missed what you were saying
a moment ago."
"Oh, I was just noting that it's such a pity things turned out this way,
Miss Donovan. Your mother is such a sweet little lady."
Mildred looked down at the bony, white-haired figure twisted in a
painful knot like some grotesque monkey beneath the pale blue blanket. It was
hard trying to connect her with the woman she remembered from the rooms, the
woman she had known for 33 years.
"She's been in rooms all her life. It makes no difference."
"I beg your pardon?" Mrs. Stover said.
"I said it makes no difference. Whether she's in this room or some
other really doesn't matter."
"I . .. I just thought that ...."
"I mean, after all a wall is a wall."
"Yes, but .... "
Mildred shrugged and moved closer to the bed, staring down at her
mother whose small blue-veined hands were clutched tightly around the bars
of her narrow bed.
Outside the room's only window, a late autumn afternoon was
drifting to the pavement amidst the shouts of faceless children and the distant
rumble of cars and buses.
"Oh, now don't get me wrong," Mrs. Stover continued, ''I'm not
criticizing your decision. This is a perfectly wonderful nursing home, much
better than most, and in your mother's case there was really no alternative.
After all, you certainly couldn'ttake care of her. But what I meant was that it's
still sad to see this kind of thing happen to any family."
"I suppose," Mildred said, vaguely. She had begun to wonder if her
mother was dreaming. It seemed impossible. What would she dream about?
Hoboken? Her days as a stock girl in the lingerie aisle of the five and
dime on Third Street before she married Hard Luck Louie, Mildred's father, and
moved into the cold water flat above Albini's Drug Store.
Maybe she's back in the apartment remembering the man on the roof,
Mildred thought. The crazy man who barely missed killing her one hot summer
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night when he threw his portable black and white Zenith T.V. off the roof. It
would be just like her to dream about something like that.
Long white hairs sprouted wildly from the old woman's pinched chin.
They looked like shoots gone mad in a bag of rotting potatoes. Potatoes stored
too long and oozing in some damp dark pantry.
"Oh, she'll get adjusted and so will you," Mrs. Stover said over the
clatter of a food cart rattling its way down a nearby corridor. "These things just
take time. You wait and see."
Mrs. Stover, a large woman whose immense hips stuck out like
airplane wings under her grey woolen dress, moved closer to Mildred.
"Take it from me," Mrs. Stover insisted. "Once your mother is
adjusted, this place will be just like home to her."
Mildred closed her eyes and saw herself sitting on a narrow bed in a
room without windows. Her grandmother's room with the Sacred Heart of
Jesus picture on the wall and the Infant of Prague Statue in the corner. Her
grandmother was in the bed, dying. Her mother was in the kitchen making
meatloaf. Her father was in the toilet reading the newspaper.
"Physically she's as strong as a horse," Mrs. Stover continued. "For all
we know, she might be good for another twenty years. She could surprise us
all."
Just as her father had surprised them all. When the ambulance arrived
that March night, screeching to a halt before the battered grey door of the four
story tenement on Third and Adams Street, none of the neighbors dreamed it
was for him who was thirty years younger than the grandmother, and never
sick a day in his life.
"Did you know my father died sitting on a toilet bowl?" Mildred asked
with sudden fierceness.
Mrs. Stover, stunned, shook her head slowly.
~~No

.. ..

IJ

"He was 45. Had a heart attack while defecating."
"Oh, my."
"Yes, it was quite a mess."
Mrs. Stover tactfully lowered her eyes.
"All he ever wanted was to bury my grandmother."
"Bury your grandmother ... ?"
"His mother-in-law."
"I . . . I'm afraid I don't understand," Mrs. Stover said, looking
anxiously from the bed to Mildred.
"He held my grandmother personally responsible for those rooms.
Insisted my mother would never have moved into them if it hadn't been for her
mother."
"But why would he think like that?" Mrs. Stover asked.
"Because my grandmother lived right around the corner. She knew
they could always be together."
"Together?"
"My grandmother liked to control things. She controlled my mother
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all her life. At least that's what my father believed."
Mrs. Stover remained silent.
"I hope I'm not boring you?" Mildred asked suddenly.
"Oh, not at all," Mrs. Stover said .
"You see, I thought as a social worker you might find this rather
interesting."
"Yes, I do ...."
"An example, you might say, of the family as a contemporary urban
social unit."
"Yes ... ."
Mildred watched her mother sleeping.
"My father hated those rooms. They literally stank."
"Good heavens! Of what?"
"Of Mary's dirty mops and rags."
Mrs. Stover stiffened.
"Who's Mary?"
Mildred pictured the old woman who used to live in the apartment
below. The crazy lady in the funny flowered housedresses who got free rent for
supposedly keeping the halls clean and alerting the neighbors to the madman
on the roof when he went on his Friday night sprees.
"Mary, the building superintendent."
"I see."

"Everybody was always complaining about the awful smell in her
apartment. It seeped into the halls and went up to all the rooms."
"Oh,my."
"It was her mops. She never washed them out. Just kept them locked
up insid e her apartment from week to week."
"Well ... it certainly sounds dreadful," Mrs. Stover said, clutching the
bed rails.
"It was dreadful. Horrible. You would have thought there was
something dead in the walls."
"Couldn't you have . . . ."
"Drunks in the neighborhood used the vestibule as a urinal. You
have no idea how that stank. People gagged just walking into our hallway."
" I can't imagine anyone living under such conditions. Why, I would
have .... "
"My father begged my mother to leave that place, but she wouldn't.
She just wouldn't."
Both women turned toward the shriveled figure in the bed whose
mouth had fallen open and was twitching wildly.
"Your father's death must have been a blow to her," Mrs. Stover said,
after a moment.
Mildred smiled.
"Actually she took it rather well. !twas her mother's death that did her
Mrs. Stover shook her head sympathetically.
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"They must have had an extraordinary relationship."
"Unusual to say the least."
"Well, I've seen it happen many times. Mothers and daughters can
become so very, very close."
"After a while they even begin to look alike. Right?"
"Oh, perhaps," said Mrs. Stover. "Does your mother look like your
grandmother?"
"She's the splitting image."
"Really?"
"If I didn't know better I would think it was old Nana lying there,
come back all over again."
"How strange."
"Same bed, same walls, same kind of room. All that's missing is my
father and the toilet."
The toilet room Mildred's father had died in measured 3 by 4, just
enough space for the commode and the tissue paper rack. Nevertheless, since
it was the only room in the house with a door, the only room that provided a
modicum of privacy, Mildred's father preferred it to all the other rooms.
In a sense Mildred was glad he had died there. After his heart attack
the room's narrow walls had held his dying body upright, preventing his falling
onto the floor like a common corpse. When the ambulance arrived, the two
attendants-one man under each arm-merely lifted him from the spot and
carried him away like a petrified Buddha to the waiting stretcher which had
been too large to fit inside the tiny space.
The thought that her father had at least died sitting securely, like any
dignified person upon a well-beloved chair, gave Mildred some comfort. She
had also found it reassuring that her father had passed away in front of a
window, something neither of the two bedrooms in the flat possessed . Although it was only a very tiny window with thick milky glass, impossible to see
through and facing nothing but the black, impenetrable window of the toilet
room across the hall, Mildred treasured it. It was directly below the flush box
above the toilet.
As a child she would stand tiptoe on the commode's rough seat, and
press her face against the grimy glass, imagining the space and the darkness
beyond and what it might be like to slip through and disappear unseen.
She was sure her father had imagined those things too. He had spent
so much time in that tiny room, alone and silent beneath the old rusty pull chain
that had been so reliable. The old chain that with one good jerk could flush away
so much waste with so loud a splash. Not many toilets did that nowadays.
Something always seemed to linger. A piece of tissue perhaps. A cigarette butt,
some light brown hairs floating like seaweed in the yellow bowl.
"Now, now," Mrs. Stover said in her best professional voice. "It's no
use dwelling in the past. All that is over now."
"Not for her, it isn't," Mildred replied, pointing to her mother. "And
not for me either. I'm back where she was."
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"What do you mean?" Mrs. Stover asked, bewildered.
Mildred laughed.
"Don't you see? After all those years and all that space, I'm back there
again. Back then with them. With the smells, with the man on the roof. With
the walls. Only now she's the grandmother and I'm her, the mother."
"Well," said Mrs. Stover, laughing lightly. "l don't follow you, but it
really doesn't matter. I've always been a little dense."
"''m trying to tell you. I'm the only one waiting for somebody's death
now. Like she used to wait."
"Honey, thinking like that will only give you wrinkles. What's
important now is that you're here with your mother."
She reached across the bed and patted Mildred's hand.
"Well, I must be running along. I have other clients to attend to, but
if I can be of any help in the future, give me a buzz."
Mildred discovered the wheelchair in the deserted sunroom at the rear
of the corridor. She had no trouble slipping it past the nurse's station and into
her mother's room. Everything was quiet; it was long past dinner; the supper
trays had all been removed. Earlier, she had helped the nurse's aide lift her
mother from the bed and onto a chair. Together, they fed her mouthfu Is of apple
sauce and cranberry juice. The aide made sure to tie a thick belt about the old
woman's waist so she wouldn't tumble head first onto the floor.
Mildred knew she would be able to place her mother, who weighed
less than 80 pounds, into the wheelchair. It was just a matter of gripping her
beneath the anns and swinging her into the chair. Pushing her down the hall
past the other patients into the elevator, however, would be more difficult. She
would have to be very careful. She would have to be prepared if anyone
stopped her.
Calmly, Mildred donned the white attendant's jacket she had found in
the laundry closet down the hall. Then she carefully removed the blue blanket
from the bed and tucked it gently across the old woman who was holding brittle
arms aloft in dazed, child-like submission.
Together, they moved out of the room, Mildred pushing steadily,
unerringly; the old woman subdued, yet strangely expectant. They made their
way down the long, wide corridor, papered with pink cheerful rainbows, past
the open doors of patients who looked on from squares of darkness with
curious, stricken expressions. Outside the elevator marked "For Patients
Only," they waited; Mildred gazing down at a strand of grey ridiculous hair; the
old woman pissing, unaware, into the bulky diaper wedged and stained
between her wasting thighs.
The roof was five stories away. Mute as a constellation. Love.ly as a
leopard's tongue. Floor by floor they climbed, inverted images in a slowly
rising space. A space as solitary as the black night which waited.
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Deborah 0' Harra

Crime Beat, Alaska
1. Wasilla Newsroom
The women outnumber the men here
and three of us allegedly
just had abortions-the editor's in jail
on OWl and I'm in no mood
for retractions, corrections and even
the paste-up people are sick
of the stories I'm sending up, like yesterday's
"Hockey coach arrested in hazing incident,"
with the trooper's quote about the Polish coach
and the Polish sausage. Disasters accumulate
in a stack next to their blank pages.

2. Palmer Courthouse
A 57-year-old man confesses to murder;
exhibit A: his shovel. The victim, surprised
in sleep on the bottom bunk,
never heard him say
it's my turn. Alcohol is introduced
but a child molester awaits arraignment
in the next courtroom and I must cover him.
His defense is memory:
although he details 16 acts
of oral copulation, he says his daughter will forget
before she turns three.
3. Palmer-Wasilla Highway
Women and children with jars of fetuses
line the highway, scream, but today civil
disobedience is Page Three.
The murderer is my lead story. There is no place
for the back of his neck, the pale indentation
below his new crewcut, the way he scudded his feet,
his face too cracked to cry, mouth
that couldn't quite close. The evidence
against him: staggering. He stood
for the verdict, grabbed his chair, as if solid wood
could unseat memory.
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4. Palmer P.D.
Five people are over the edge
of the Knik River Bridge. Three moose
were killed by trains; one fatal hit-and-run
near the D & A grocery. A guy left
the Palmer Hotel without paying for dinner;
a woman delivered her baby in the restroom there,
put it under the sink. I'll put the baby
on Page One, above the fold,
next to the murderer's hang-dog face,
on top of the child molester
and his mute daughter's silhouette.
5. Wasilla Newsroom
We always cut from the bottom up, so pieces
of stories fall to the floor: quotes, eyebrows,
formaldehyde. I'm on my hands and knees
searching for escaped paragraphs
while the paste-up people step around me,
tape borders on photographs, line up quotes.
Something is missing-perhaps the motel maid's
offer of adoption, perhaps the murderer's knuckles
as he clutched the chair-but we're on deadline:
even as stories are sheared
the white space disappears.
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Roses and Rhubarb
1.
After half
a lifetime,
she took off
her wedding ring,
filed it and my love
in drawers beside
cancelled cheques
and her teddy
of black lace.
She left frost
and permafrost,
bought a garden
of figs and apples
and grape vines,
planted primroses
and rhododendrons,
offered sanctuary
to other
women like herand waited for God
to approve divorce.
Minister and ministry
listened
to lives in paper letters,
posted and read:
We met on a bus,
Reno to Portland;
I pointed
to paired geese
and we married
nine months later.
I worked
in a pulp mill,
opened a gun shop,
a saw shop,
went fishing
and loved her
in black lace.
She bore
three daughters
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who look like me
and live with me
and can't imagine
their mother
in black lace.
Now, in Oregon, she waters
artichokes and strawberries,
plucks weeds and eyebrows,
and continues
to wait .. .
2.

Pale green and pink
bars and veils
pirouette over
frozen
ridges and rivers
like love made
in lace and masks,
shared times
and night dances,
seams and heels
and satin sheets
on beds of wild roses
and rhubarb.
Snow like broken glass
crunches underfootturns and twirls
turns and twirls
of diamonds and thorns,
of figurines on frosting,
of long distance calls
and cold goodbyeswe dance alone,
boxed in 2/4 time
like chocolate creme swirls,
individually wrapped,
two lives in paper letters,
posted and read.
3.
Circles and cycles
erupt like Mt. Reboubt;
ash clouds ground
planes.across Alaska
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and leave
stranded lovers
separated
for the holidaysour marriage, bound
by God,
darkens decisions made
in heaven and on earth.
Rings are short thimbles,
the spots on glasses,
the dances of outlaws,
the sounds of axes
chopping ringslaying image aside,
I telephone
long distance
and beg her to return.
She says her fig tree
bore two crops,
her grapes need pruned,
her roses need mulched,
it's not cold there,
she has apples to pare
for the baked Alaska
she and Shirley
will take to the potluck.
Who is Shirley, I ask.
The woman who lives with her,
she says before
she hangs up.
Ash and snow
settle
like fogsomewhere above me
Northern Lights crackle,
the moon rises
and God hides
His face. Under the snow,
spiders spin
webs like sticky lace
across papery leaves
of roses and rhubarb.
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Penance
His children keep coming
back with fresh wounds
but the only scars
are his own. Like willow
he has no more tears
to weep. Each time
he dances for rain clouds
dissolve into speckled fish
and hang around to watch
the rest of the sky
move on. No tree
is high enough to nudge
them away. No mountain.
No voice ever comes
down where he waits
wrapped in new blankets
at the edge of song.
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Letting Them Go
In your fishing dream you don't bait
your hook or your breath. The raft floats
dutifully along. You dangle your line
and your feet illl night and don' t get wet.
No trout gets away, but you are kind
to their lidless eyes and give them back
to the stream saying, better luck next time.
No riffle too large, no rock too slick
you can't wade. You beach on the shore.
The whine of your backcast wakes you
just as the fly gets hooked in your ear.
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The "Dear X" that appears here is from a series of poems of the same title.
Gimwh Howard of Gilbertsville, New York, teaches high school English.
"Blues Harp Background" is part of a collection of fourteen related
stories titled Trouble.
D. A. Howell currently lives and writes in Fairbanks, Alaska.
Donnell Hunter teaches Creative Writing at Ricks College in Rexburg,
Idaho and is the proprietor and sole laborer of Honeybrook Press. He
received an MFA in Creative Writing in 1982 from the University of
Montana. The latest of his six chapbooks is Annals of Natural History
(1989).
Gabby Hyman is an avid cook, Scrabble player, and fan of small-town
baseball. He throws right, bats right, and eats too much. He is
completing a book of short stories, The Tnfinite Nearby, and a novel,
Natural Inclinations.
Homer Kizer is an outdoor writer who has had feature articles in Alaska
Outdoors; Salmon, Trout, Steelheader; and Fly Tyer. He is currently working on his MFA degree at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Brian McCormick, is a poet and short story writer published in Harpers ,
The Atlantic, and Zyzzyva. He was the John Ciardi scholar for poetry
at Bread Loaf in 1989.
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Orlando MCIIes was born in Lima, Peru of Cuban parents but has lived
in Florida most of his life. He teaches composition and literature at
Miami-Dade Community College. He is always game for adventure.
Last year he taught writing aboard a U.S. warship. Unfortunately, he
never did get his sea-legs.
Linda Curtis Meyers has poetry appearing in Crab Creek Review, Jeopardy,
and Blue Unicorn among other publications. She is working toward her
MFA at the University of Washington.
Dcbomlz 0 'Harm lives in Anchorage, Alaska. Her work has appeared
in Higlz Plains Literary Review, and The Wisconsin Review, and is forthcoming in Alaska Quarterly Review.
Stcphm R. Roberts is a graduate of Earlham College. His work has
in Kansas Quarterly, Grcnt Riz,er Review, and other publications. He continues to wonder what Alaska is really like.
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Nai111 Siddiqui was born in India and educated at Oxford. He teaches
English and has travelled extensively. His poems in Urdu--the language of the Pakistani poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz--have been published in
India.
Gary Short is a 1990-91 fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts. His poems have appeared in many journals.
/Cilllic Vcr5feeg is the writing specialist(?) at the University of Northern
Iowa. She has an MA in English from Iowa State and is working on a
MS in Child Development from the same prestigious institution! She
hopes to someday do custodial work, completing her extended tour of
Iowa's state universities. Her work has appeared in various literary
journals.
Willia111 fohn Watkins recently became full professor at Brookdale
Community College. He has published fourteen books and over two
hundred and fifty short works.
Terry Wigg5 is a Vietnam veteran. A short story of his has been accepted
in Notes Frotn tlzc Vet Center, a forthcoming anthology of Vietnam stories
by veterans.
janet Zandy teaches writing in literature at the Rochester Institute of
Technology.
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